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Abstract

Data warehousing is one of the major resealch topics of applied-side data-

base investigators. N{ost of the work to date has focused on building

large centralized systems that ale integrated repositories founded on pre-

existing systems upon which all corporate-wide data are based. Unfortu-

nately, this approach is vely expensive and tends to ignore the advantages

realized during the past decade in the area of distribution and support for

data localizal,ion in a geographically dispersed corporate structure. This

research investigates building distributed data walehouses with particr-rlar

emphasis placed on distribution design for the data warehouse environ-

rnent. This dissertation contributes by providing an architectural model

for a distr-ibuted data warehouse, the formal definition of the relational

data model for data warehouse, a methodology for distlibuted data ware-

house design along with two approaches to horizontally fragment the huge

fact relation in the data walehouse and an analytical technique that pro-

vides insiglrt into which appr-oach presented is most suited to a particular'

distributed data warehouse envilonment'
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Decision Support Systems (DSSs) and Executive Information Systerns (EISs) can

only be effective tools if the data used are readily available and represent the integla-

tion of all pertinent colporate-wide data, Data war-ehouses provide this integrated

environrnent by extracting, filtering, and integrating relevant infolrnation from all

available data sources. Fulther, as new or additional relevant information becomes

available, or the underlying source data are rnodified by the operational systems, the

new data are extracted from its autonomolls, disiributed and heterogeneous sources

into a common data model that is integlated with existing warehouse data. The

underlying data model for the data warehouse is the denormalized relational data
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model. Once information is available at the warehouse, queries can be answered and

data analysis (DSS and EIS) can be performed quickly and effectively.

Most of the work to date has focused on building large centralized systems that

are integr-ated repositories founded on pre-existing systems upon which all corporate-

wide data is based. However, this approach is very expensive and tends to ignore the

advantages realized during the past decade in the areas of distribution and support

for data localization in a geographicaliy dispersed corporate structure. Further, it

would be unwise to force a centlalized data warehouse when the opelational systems

exist over a widely distributed geographical area.

The distributed data warehouse suppolts the decision makers by providing a sin-

gle view of data even though that data is physically distributed across multiple data

warehouses in multiple systems at different branches. Currently, the field of distrib-

uted data warehouse in terms of architecture and design is considered an irnportant

research problem that needs investigation.

With the broad objective of providing a distributed data warehouse, this research

contributes in the following wâys:

o Investigates the feasibility of placing the data war-ehouse on the distributed

environrnent.

o Provides a "near optimal" distribution design for the denormalized relations in

the data warehouse environment.
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o Describes the advantages and disadvantages of using distributed technology for

a data warehouse.

o Provides a formal definition of data model for data warehouse (star scherna).

o Describes an architecture model for distributed data warehouse.

o Provides a methodology for distributed data warehouse design.

o Details two horizontal fragmentation algorithms that partition the denormalized

relations into a set of fragments.

o Ensures that the semantic characteristics of the denormalized relations do not

change as a result of applying the horizontal fragmentation algorithm.

o Provides insight into which algorithm pr-esented is most suited to a particular

distributed data warehouse environment.

L.2 Cornparison Between OLTP and OLAP

On-Li.ne Transacti,on Processing (O[TP) systems suppor-t day-to-day business oper-

ations of an organization b), capturing data about basic business processes. On-L'ine

Analyti.cal Processing (OLAP) is a decision-support system. It provides the decision-

mahers of an organization with a multidimensional view of data for the purpose of
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business anâlysis. The foliowing characteristics distinguishes the OLTP system from

the OLAP system:

. TApe of data: in an OLTP systern, data are at the most detailed level and

up-to-date data; in an OLAP system, data are historical, summarized and con-

solidated from several operational databases and over long periods of time.

o Si,ze: in an OLTP system, the size of data are hundreds of megabytes to giga-

bytes; in an OLAP system, the size of data are hundreds of giga-bytes to tera-

bytes..

Tgp'ical access: in an OLTP system, the typical access is standard transaction:

insert, retrieve, update and delete individual (or a few) records; in an OLAP

svstem, the typical access is complex and ad-hoc queries.

Data model: in an OLTP system, the data model is a normalized relational

data model; in an OLAP system, the data model is a denor-malized relational

model.

Users: in an OLTP system, users are operational and administrative staff; in

an OLAP system, usels â,r:e managers and analysts.
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1.3 Motivation

Given the benefits that can be achieved by distr-ibution in a data warehouse, it is

necessary to deploy this system in an effective way.

There are two approaches for distributed database design, the top-down approach

and the bottom-up approach [ÖV0i, CP84]. The key issue in a designing distributed

data warehouse is to determine if the approach should be bottom-up or top-down.

The essence of the algument supporting bottom-up design has to do with the need

to integrate legacy systems into a "centralized" data warehouse. Thus, the rnulti-

database approach to schema and data integration is required because we are really

attempting to bring pre-existing data repositories into a single massive stolage loca-

tiorr. If this were true, a data warehouse would simply be a caclted rnultidatabase

system.

Although this design approach is ultimately needed at the time we bring data

frorn the operational systems to the integrated data warehouse, it is not the proper

way to "design" a distributecl data war-ehouse. The better approach is to develop a

subject-oriented, integlated, non-volatile, tirne-variant data repository that captures

the OLAP application requirements of an organization. Once the core design is

completed a decision must be made to either store data in a single centralized data

repository ol to distribute the clata on a distributed database platfolm. This decision

is beyond the scope of this research in that we assume the business environment and
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application will benefit fi'om a distributed solution.

This thesis addlesses the top-down design approach to distributed data warehouse

design. Thele are two fundamental issues for the top-down design approach: fragmen-

tation and allocation. Fragmentation partitions data into a set of data or fragments

according to referencing frequency or locality. Ailocation distributes these fragments

across the networl< sites of the distributed system.

The problem of fragmentation and allocation has been addressed for distributed

reiational database system [NKR95, ÖVgt, NR89, SW85, CP84, NCWD84, CN83,

CNW83, CNP82, CNP82, HN79, HS75] and the distributed object based system

[BKS97, E895, 8895, ÖnV0+1. Previous research work on fragmentation and al-

Iocation for distributed relational database system has been based on normali,zed

relations (that are in at least third normal form).

In the data warehouse environment, the integrated data fr-om different lesoulces

ale rnodeled into a denormal'ized relations (that are in at least filst nolmal folm)

to facilitate on-line data analysis (DSS and EIS) [MHP99, GMR98, CT97a, Kimg6,

cDe7l.

The existing distributed relational database and distributed object base design

techniques for fragmentation will not work for distributed data war-ehouses. The

reason is the underlying model. It has changed from normalized relational to a de-

normalized relational model. The additional complexity (fragmenting and allocating
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denormalized relation) introduced by the data warehouse environment has not

been sufficiently studied.

yet

There are three fragmentation strategies: horizontal, vertical, and mixed. Hori-

zontal fragmentation is defined as the process of subdividing the tuples of the relation

into groups of tuples. trach group has the same attributes as the original relation.

Vertical fragmentation is defined as the process of subdividing the attributes of the

r-elation into gloups. Each group contains the primary key of the original relation.

Mixed fragmentation is defined as the process of performing horizontal fragmentation

followed by vertical fragmentation or vice versa. The emphasis of this research is on

the horizontal fragmentation.

The following assumptions frame the research effor-t:

The data warehouse data has been integrated

in a data repository.

from all data sources and stored

The integrated data in the data repository is stor-ed using a Global Concep-

tual Schemø (GCS). The underlying model for the GCS is the denorrnalized

relational model (Star Schema).

The information requirernents for distr-ibution design have been pre-defined.

These infolmation requirements are: database information, application infor-

mation, communication information, and computer system information.
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The research ploblem addressed in this dissertation can be stated as: Given an

integrated data that has been stored in a hornogenous model (i.e., star schema) and a

set of applications accessing these data at various sites, design a horizontal fragmen-

tation scheme to partition the given data into fragments that fulfill the correctness

rules of fragmentation. These rules are completeness, reconstruction and disjointed-

ness [ÖV9f]. Completeness ensures that all tuples from a r-elation are mapped into

at least one fragment without any loss. Disjointedness ensures that the generated

fragments are non-overlapping. Finally, reconstruction ensures that the fi'agments

can be reconstructed to reproduce the original relation.

L.4 Organization of this Docurnent

The rest of the document is organized as foliows: Chapter 2 presents the background

work for this research. It begins with an overview of the infolmation mânagement ar-

chitecture and describes the valiation of information warehouse. It also discusses the

centralized approach for building data warehouse. Chapter 3 addresses the current

system architectures for building a distributed data warehouse, reviews the tradi-

tional data modeling techniques and tlie pr:evious research work on distr-ibuted re-

Iational database design. Chapter 4 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of

distributecl data warehouse and presents an architectural model for the distributed

data warehouse. Chapter 5 provides the formal definition for the denormalized rela-
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tional model for data warehouse and reviews the valiation of data warehouse schema

design. Chapter 6 addresses the proposed distributed data warehouse design method-

ology and presents two horizontal fragrnentation algorithrls. Chapter 7 provides an

analytical technique to indicate to the distributed data warehouse designer which of

the two algorithms presented in Chapter 6 is most suitable. Chapter 8 summarizes

the contribution of this research and outlines future research directions.



Chapter 2

Background Work

This chapter presents the current architectural models for the information warehouse

and discusses tire advantages and disadvantages of each one. Section 2.1 describes a

general information management architecture. Section 2.2 presents a taxonomy of the

various types of information warehouse. Further, this chaptel discusses, in Section

2.3, the advantages and disadvantages of building a data walehouse in a centlalizecl

environment and presents its various architecture models.

2.L Inforrnation Management Architecture

Figure 2.1 illustrates the information flow through a typical infor-mation management

architecture. The figure is essentially a three tiered architecture consisting of:

10
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o The Integlation Environment: This includes the legacy information systems

and the processes required to integrate them.

o The Information Warehouse Environment: This is where the integrated, subject-

based, and time-oriented data is stored using a homogeneous model.

o The Decision Support Environment: The decision support environment is re-

sponsible fol interfacing with the information warehouse and providing the nec-

essary tools to support interaction with it.

z.L.L The Integration Environment

The integration environment consists of the source databases and the ,integratr,on

and transformati,on úools. Figure 2.I depicts the multiple sources that comprise the

Information Warehouse. These sources run the gamut from fully functioning On-

Line Transact'ion Process'ing (OLTP)to various unstructured external data sources

that could be flat-files or spreadsheets. The integration and tlansformation tools

extract data and information about the data from the source databases, define the

relationships among data at rnultiple sources, detect duplicates and inconsistencies,

add any extra desired information such as time-starnps, transform the integlated data

to the talget database for the information walehouse, and transform the information

about the data to the target database in the form of metadata.

11
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Figure 2.1: The Infolmation Nzlanagement Architecture.

2.L.2 The Information'Warehouse Environment

The information warehouse environment consists of two significant parts namely the

Metadata and the Informati,on Warehouse database.

A[etadata: The rnetadata describes the source data format and how the data is

stored in the information warehouse. Tools to manage metadata must meet two types

of user needs. First, database administrators must be able to manage data, iocate its

sources, and ensure that the information warehouse data is logically consistent with

12
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the soulce data. Second, end-users need to l<now what data exists in the informa-

tion warehouse and, whenever possible, understand its meaning. Unfortunately, data

semantics are a particularly difficult problem that is the subject of much ongoing

research, but because this problem is so challenging, results will be slow to appear.

Thus, current ad hoc approaches will need to suffice into the near future.

Informat'ion Warehouse: The information warehouse stores data so queries can

be answered and large data volurnes analyzed quickly and flexibly. Several tools are

available to assist with the following tasks: controlling access to warehouse data, cre-

ating summarized data out of war-ehouse data, maintaining warehouse data, archiving

outdated data to other media so that the warehouse does not become overloaded, and

ensuring adequate protection against failure.

2.L.3 The Decision Support Environment

The decision support environment provides tools such as On-Li,ne Analyt'ical Process-

ing (OLAP), DSS, and EIS that can query and analyze warehouse data and deliver

results to decision makels. OLAP tools perform at least two critical functions. The

first allows the end user to folm complex quer-ies and do sophisticated analysis. The

second function allows the end user to dlill-down into lower levels of the detailed

data when necessary. The DSS and the EIS tools use OLAP functions to visualize

the analyzed data by creating aggregations, consolidating data, and performing trend

13
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analysis, statistical analysis, and optimization.

T4

2.2 A Taxonorny of fnforrnation 'Warehouse Archi-

tectures

Identifying the organization's objectives and requir-ements from the information man-

agement environment is an important factor to consider in designing and choosing

the right architecture for this environment. Two types of informational data may be

needed by the organization [8E97, IH94]. These are:

o Data to support immediate decisions and

o Data to support long to medium-term decisions.

If the olganization needs to make an immediate decision, the Viltual Data \\¡are-

house [Dev97] or the Operational Data Store architecture will be a suitable approach

to building the information management environment [118g6, Inmg5, IH94]. However,

if it needs to make a long to rnedium-term decision and perforrn historical and tlend

analysis, then the Data Warehouse and/or Data Vlarts architectures will be used.

Figure 2.2 shor,vs a ta;ionomy of different types of information warehouses based on

the organization's needs.
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Figure 2.2: A Taxonomy of Information Warehouse Architectures.

Each information warehouse architecture has various characteristics depending on

its use. Tabie 1 shows the types of information warehouse architectures and their

characteristics. In general these char-acteristics are: subject ori,ented, integrated, non-

uolati,le, ti,me uari,ant, current ualue, summari,zed and detai,led.

The subject ori,ented repr-esents a collectively integrated image of data that are

of interest across the organization. For example, in a hospital, the subjects could be

the patients, the medical staff, and the medications. The subjects for a manufactuler

could be the customeLs, the products, and the vendor-s. The ,integrated data means

15
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having consistent naming conventions, consistent key structures, consistent physical

attributes, and consistent measurement of variables. In different databases, the same

element is often referred to by different names. For instance, the Customer database

may name the customer balance "cubal" while the Accounts Receivable database may

name it "balance". The integration ensures a consistent naming conventions such as

ttbalancet'.

Characteristics Types of fnformation 'Warehouse

Virtual DW Oper. Data Store Data Warehouse Data Mart

Subject Oriented

Integrated

Non-Voìatile

Time Variant

Current Value

Summarized

Detailed

Tâble 1 : The cha¡acteristics of inforrnation warehouse alchitectures.

Non-uolati,le means there is no update operation occurring in the warehouse data

(i.e., it contains stable data) and it is availal¡le for direct access and analysis. Time

uariant lreans the warehouse data should include historical data (i.e., it contains
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elements of time such as day, month and year) to be used in analysis and evaluation

of trends. Current-ualued means the warehouse data contains current oL near-current

(up-to-date) data. Summari,zed data represents important information for the end-

Lrsers. It is generated from the detailed data within the warehouse. Detailed data

is the core of the warehouse without which the end-users could not have a complete

picture of how a specific situation was created.

The following sections discuss the architectures that could be applied to the in-

formation management environment.

2.2.L Virtual Data'Warehouse

Virtual data warehouses provide end-users with direct access to multiple operational

databases and files through middleware tools [Dev97]. The virtual data warehouse

uses a network to allow end-users on terrninals or client workstations direct access to

operational systems (see Figure 2.3). The virtual data warehouse is asubject oriented,

current-ualued and detailed-onl3r collection of data in support of an organization's need

for up-to-the-second operational information.

The advantages of virtual data warehouses are:

o provides encl-users with the most culrent corporate information

o no data redundancy and

77
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OLAP & DSS Applications Layer

Virtual

OLTP Applications Layer

Figure 2.3: Virtual Data Warehouse Architecture.

o no need for additional hardware to handle the analysis processing.

Several disadvantages need to be considered:

o The data in a virtual data warehouse are accessed by using the multidatabase

(interoperable) approach whereby queries are tlanslated and shipped to the

original source systems for execution. Any interoperable approach requires that

the underlying sor:rce systems provicle some form of locking to ensure serializ-

18
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ability of submitted transactions, but this may prove to be extremely costly or

nearly impossible (in fully autonomous systems).

The data in a virtual data warehouse may be inconsistent or incomplete as it is

derived directly from the opelational databases without any kind of integration.

End-users access times are unpredictable. They could request meaningless

queries or scan all the data as they have a complete access to the entire de-

tailed operational databases.

The operational database is frequently not in a form the DSS end-users need

because it is designed and tuned to support OLTP applications rather- than

OLAP.

2.2.2 Operational Data Store

An Operational Data Stor-e (ODS) is the second solution. The ODS represents a

collective, integr-ated view of the current operations of the organization. It is fed by the

operational databases and serves the role of integrating data within the opelational

systenr. The operational data store is a subject-oriented, zntegrated, uolat'ile, current-

ualued, and detai,led-onlE collection of data in suppolt of an organization's need for

up-to-the-second, operational, integrated and collective information [IIBg6, Inm95,

rHe4l.
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OLAP & DSS Applications Layer

Operational Data
Store Layer

OLTP Applications Layer

Figure 2.4: Operational Data Store Architecture.

Volatile means whenever the data in the operational databases changes, the data

in the operational data store is updated. The operational data store contains only

detailed data arrd does not store summarized data because the data is constantly

changing values. However, the summarized data can be calculated.

The operational data store overcorrres the drawbacks of th,e viltual data warehouse

by transforming and integrating operational data into a consistent single repository

(see Figur-e 2.4). This repository is directly available to answel queries and perfor-m
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data analysis. lVloreover, if the olganization needs to build a data warehouse later on,

the operational data store could be used to feed this data warehouse. The disadvan-

tages of oper-ational data stores are the high cost of hardware and software needed

for their construction and slower retrieval for summarized data.

2.2.3 Data 'Warehouse

The data walehouse contains consolidated data extracted from rnultiple operational

systems and/or merged with data from other external information systems (see Figure

2.5). h supports long to medium-term decisions.

The data warehouse is a subject oriented, i,ntegrated, non-uolatzle, t,ime uariant,

summarized, and detai,led collection of data supporting managerial's decision making

for the entire organization [Inm96].

The advantages of the data warehouse architecture modei are:

o It provides data that is conlrnon across the organization and of interest to the

entir-e organization in one central location.

o It provides consistent data, so that decision makels are referencing the sarne

data when they are making decisions.

o It protects the oper-ational systems fiorn complex queries that could slow down

the pelforrnance of these systems.
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OLAP & DSS Applications Layer

OLTP Applications Layer

Warehouse
Layer

Figure 2.5: Data War-ehouse Architecture.

The disadvantages of the model are:

o The data warehouse usually contains terabytes of data that increase with time.

o This huge amount of data requiles expensive hardware and software to handle

intensive analysis processing against it.

o As the numbels of the DSS end-users increase, the pelformance of the data

wa¡ehouse will decrease because of the nature of the analysis queries that would
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require access to the entire data warehouse data to answer the requested analysis

query.

o The integration and transformation stage in building the data warehouse is

consuming a lot of time and requires high levels of cooper-ation among the

various divisions of the olganization.

2.2.4 Data Marts

Data marts provide data that is of interest to a specific user or a group of users. For

example, individual departments or divisions could create their own data malt that

address their specific data requirements.

Data marts provide the DSS end-users with more control over their own depart-

mental data in terms of requesting the required data, handling the data (summariz-

ing, sorting, aggregating, etc.), and selecting the analytical softwale that is tailored to

handle the data and fit their needs. Furthermore, data marts permit DSS processing

to be done on local systems which implove both performance and availability.

Data rnarts are subject ori,ented, i,ntegrated, non-uolatile, ti,me uariant, sltmma-

rized, and detailed collection of data in support of divisional decision makiirg.

The characteristics of data marts ale similar to those of data warehouse but thev

are different in the following points:

o The data mart data is at a refined level while the data warehouse data is at
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very (rdetailed" level.

The data malts focus on a few specific subjects in the organization while the

data war-ehouse focuses on all subjects in the organization.

o Following fi'orn both points above, the data mart is srnaller than the data ware-

house. The small size of the data mart impr-oves the performance of DSS

processing, providing both fast responses to DSS end-user's requests and re-

duced stolage cost.

Thele are two architectural models for building data marts. The first ar-chitecture

is the Enterpri,se Data Marts. The second is the Data Warehouse and Data Marts

architecture [Dem94, Whi95].

Enterprise Data Marts: The basic idea l¡ehind the enterprise data marts ar-

chitecture is to create valious data malts according to departmental and divisional

needs. Each data mart will contain data that is captured, cleaned up and integrated

from one or more operational systems and other external informational systems (see

Figure 2.6).

The advantages of this architectur-al model are:

o Speed and ease associated u'ith the integration and transformation processes.

24

o Existing harclware in the olganization could handle the srnall

marts.

SIZC of the data
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Figure 2.6: The Enterprise Data Marts Architecture.

o Low construction cost.

One disadvantage of this architecture is the enterprise data marts cannot provide

a global view of the entire organization. For example, when there is a need for

maliing a decision covering the entire or-ganization and the various data marts are

built in a non-standardized way (i.e., there is no consistency in the integration "no

consistent naming convention, no consistent key structur-e, etc."), the organization
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Departmental OLAP & DSS Applications Layer

OLTP Applications Layer

Data Warehouse
Layer

Figure 2.7: Data Warehouse and Data Marts Architecture.

will not be able to generate a global view of the data existing in the data marts. In

order to support this need, another integlation layer should exist to consolidate and

standardize the data. Moreover, as the number of data marts grows, the complexity

of managing thern will increase as will the data redundancy.

Data Warehouse and Data Marts: This model is a combination of data

warehouse and data marts. The data warehouse contains data that is integrated and

cleaned up from operational systems and/or other extelnal informational systems as
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discussed in Section 2.2.3. The data mart contains data that is extracted, transformed

and loaded fi-om the data warehouse according to the DSS end-user's requests. As

the detailed data is loaded from the data warehouse into the data mart, it will be

customized, selected and summarized (see Figure 2.7).

The data warehouse and data marts architecture has the following advantages:

o The data marts data does not require any kind of integration because it has

already been integrated in the data warehouse.

o Reconciling and recovering the existing data marts will be affordable because

the source for the data marts is the data warehouse.

o It is affordable to build a data mart that provides a global view for the entire

organization because the data warehouse contains the complete detailed data

of the organization.

This architecture, however, has some disadvantages similar to the enterprise data

marts including the r-edundancy of data and the complexity of managing growing

nurnber-s of data marts.

2.3 Centralized Data \Marehouse

Since the emphasis of this research is on the data warehouse, this section presents the

various approaches for the centralized data walehouse. A centralized data warehouse
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is a single physical repository that contains integrated data extracted from multiple

operational systems and merged with data fi:om external information systems. Cur-

rently, most organizations build central data warehouses, even if their organizations

are geographically distributed.

2.3.L Advantages and Disadvantages of Centralized Data Ware-

house

The major advantages of a centralized data warehouse are:

o Security: The centralized data warehouse offers a high degree of security and

control over data access.

o Ease of Management: A centralized database is easier to manage because op-

erations to analyze and answer complex queries does not involve the additional

complexity of a network.

Experience: A centralized data warehouse can dlaw upon the technical expe-

rience available for centralized database systems. Unfortunately, there is ver-y

little experience in managing this type of system on a distributed platform.

The disadvantages of a centlalized data warehouse are:

o Performance: Many nsers must compete to access the data, resulting in delays

caused by queuing requests. In addition, if the users are geographically distrib-
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uted, delays also may occur due to transmitting access requests and responses

to and from the central data warehouse location.

Expandability: Expansion is expensive in a centralized data warehouse. For

example, if the volume of the data exceeds the capacity of the warehouse, or

the amount of processing against the data has increased, then the organization

must replace the existing centralized data warehouse with a larger one. This

is costly and may not be possible within an organization's fiscal constraints,

which may cause the data warehouse to become outdated prematurely.

Reliability: The centralized data warehouse is the single point of failure. \ÄIhen

the whole system goes down, it usually takes some time to bring it back [Kau89].

Cost: Experience over the past decade has shown that it is cheaper to have a

number of srnaller computers linked together rather than a lalge central ma-

chine.

Vendor Dependency: Vendor dependency is an unfortunate consequence of any

centralized approach. Typically, purchasing a single centralized systern binds

future expansion to the initial choice. Obviously, an inability to use nrultiple

vendors, at least fol negotiation, can be expensive, and rnigrating to a third-

party vendor can be cost-prohibitive [KaLr89].
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Figure 2.8: The whole organization located in the same environment.
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2.3.2 Variation of CentralizedData'Warehouse Architectures

A centralized data warehouse is the best choice if the organization uses a mainframe

as its main information source. Figure 2.8 depicts a centralized data walehouse

containing integrated data from multiple operational systems, which process on-line

transactions (OLTP). Further, the centralized data warehouse contains metadata in-

formation describing the warehouse and source data, as described earlier. Finally,

DSS end users run on-line analytical processing (OLAP) tools against the centralized

data warehouse. The key feature of this architecture is that all processing is handled

at a single location.

This architecture does not require that all data sources be located at the site of the

data warehouse. A centralized data warehouse can also be applied to a large organi-

zation that has different divisions and geographic locations. For example, consider an

organization with a headquarters and three geographically dispersed branches. Each

branch processes OLTP-type applications against its databases. At the headquarters,

the data warehouse environment receives data extracted from the branches and then

integrates and stores them in the centralized data warehouse (see Figure 2.9). Also,

it stores information about the data into the rnetadata repository. The warehouse

data are then available for DSS end users.

There are two disadvantages to this approach. First, a branch will not have a
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Figure 2.9: N4ultiple Client/Single Server- Architectule.
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chance to process "local" DSS request that may be important at the site containing

the data. Second, the decision makers in a branch will be restricted to using only the

DSS applications available at the headqualters.

The second disadvantage can be alleviated by applying a multiple-client/single

server architecture to the distributed organization to form a communication bridge

between the DSS tools (clients) in various br-anches and warehouse data (the server) in

the headquarters. The client in each br-anch accepts requests from the DSS application

and generates the proper protocol to convey those requests to ttre server) which accepts

requests and passes them on to the warehouse's database engine. There, the requested

service is performed and the resuits are returned to the client [IH94, Atr92] (see Figure

2.9). Unfortunately, this architecture suffer-s from the poor performance cliscussed

eallier.

Another architecture that can be applied by a large organization with divisions in

several geographic locations is the fully replicated data warehouse (or a Mastel data

warehouse) [ÖV91, NB97]. It extracts data from disparate operational systems and

integrates it into one central repository. This strategy is similar to the centralized

data warehouse discussed earlier. Once the Master-data warehouse and its metadata

repository is created, copies are placed at each site designated by the organization.

The duplicated copies are called local repli,ca data uarehouses (LR-DWs). EacÌr LR-

DW represents the data warehouse server for the DSS end users at each site. The
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Figure 2.10: Replicated Data Warehouse Architecture.

Iocal replica data warehouse is synchronized with the Master data warehouse regularly

lÖvei].

Figure 2.10 illustrates a replica,ted data warehouse. The Master data warehouse

at the headqualters contains the integrated data from disparate operational systems

together with its metadata. This data is available for the DSS end users and each

branch has a local data warehouse containing a copy of the Master data warehouse

accessible to DSS end users at those branches. The major gain in the replicated
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data warehouse approach is performance because DSS applications can operate on

a local copy of the Master data warehouse instead of communicating with remote

sites. Clearly, the disadvantages include redundancy, expandability, high cost and

maintaining synchronization between the Master data warehouse and the local replica

data warehouses update cost.
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Distributed Data Warehouse

Flamework

This chapter reviews other work on current distributed data warehouse architec-

tures, the traditional modeling tools (the entity-relationship model and the relational

model), and the distributed database design. Section 3.1 summarizes the current sys-

tem architectures for building data warehouse in a distributed environment. Section

3.2 presents a review of the data modeling tools. Section 3.3 surnmarizes contr-ibu-

tions made by researchers to the distributed database fragmentation problem in the

relational data model.
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3.1 Current System Architectures for Building Dis-

tributed Data W.arehouse

Two approaches to building the distributed data warehouse have been proposed:

Inmon [Inm93] and White [Whi95].

3.1.1 Inmon's Approach

Inmon's approach assumes the existence of both local and global data warehouses,

with data stored in each being mutually exclusive. The local data warehouse contains

data of interest to the local site and includes historical data in addition to local DSS

functions. Figure 3.1 shows the local data warehouse fed by its local operational

systems.

The global data warehouse contains data common across the corporation and data

integrated from the various local staging areas for inclusion into the central location

(headquarters). This is accomplished by having each local site stage warehouse data

before passing it to the cent¡al global data warehouse, which provides the gtobal DSS

functionality fol corporate-wide queries. Inmon's apploach assumes that data found

in any local data warehouse are not stored in the global data warehouse and vice

versa, thereby guaranteeirg no redundancy between them.

Inmon's assumption, about the mutual exclusivity of data between the local and

.1 /
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Figure 3.1: Inmon's Approach to DDW [Inm93].

global data warehouses, seems impractical. For example, a corporation with various

locations may deal with a vendor that supplies a specific item to each of its branches.

The vendor is thus a comrlon attr-ibute between the branches of the corporation and

will be found only at the global data warehouse. If a local DSS end user asks the

question: "\\4rat is the total number of item (x) supplied by vendor (y) during last two

years?" the answer will not be available at the local data walehouse. This contradicts

the definition of the local data warehouse which is "The local data warehouse contains
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data that is of interest to the local level" [Inm93]. Further, research into multidatabase

systems shows that any such partitioning of data is impractical because the partition

is either impossible to accomplish in general or the data tend to migrate to either the

Iocal or global level.

3.t.2 White's Approach

White's approach, also known âs a "Two-Tier Data Warehouse," is a combination

of a centralized data warehouse and a decentralized data mart. The data mart or

decentralized data mart contains denormalized and summarized data that is of value

to a specific user or user group.

.White's 
central data warehouse contains normalized detailed data captured and

cleaned from operational systems at user-defined intervals. The central data ware-

house maintains data collections that consist of data derived from the detailed base

data. Data collections are the usel view of warehouse data and may contain denor-

malized detailed data as well as summarized data.

A data distribution service is provided by the data warehouse to distribute data

collections to decentralized data marts at the various branches or sites of the corpo-

ration (Figur:e 3.2). Ttre data marts are subsequently distlibuted to the other sites of

the corpolation.

Data marts permit DSS processing on local systems, which improves both per-
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Figure 3.2: Mrhite's Approach to DDW.

formance and availability, but they do have some disadvantages. For example, when

the number of data marts grows; the data redundancy and data managernent prob-

iems increase. Furtherrnore, data marts have limited flexibility for satisfying new

information requirements.

3.2 l)ata Modeling

We now turn our attention to the data rnodeling toois used in the data warehouse

development community. This section reviews the entity-relationship model and the

40
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relational model respectively, which ar-e two commonly used traditional modeling

tools.

3.2.L The Entity-Relationship Data Model

A data model is the logical/physical representation of how the data is st¡uctured ancl

how operations are performed on it. The data model that is rnost commonly used for

logical database design is the entity-relationship data model. It was introduced by

Chen [Che76].

The entity-relationship data model views data as entities, relationships, and at-

tributes. Entities are "things" with independent existence. An entity for example

could be a person, a house, or a company. Relationships are connections between two

or more entities.

Entities and relationships ar-e called objects. Each object has attributes that de-

scribe the properties of the object. Each attribute is coupled with a domain. The

domain is a set of possible values that the attribute can assume [MR92]. The rela-

tionship between entity sets could be in a one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-many

forms.

The entity-relationship data model is represented in a graphical form called an

entity-relationship (trR) diagram. Figure 3.3 shows a simple ER diagram for a sales

database.
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Figure 3.3: A simple entity-relationship diagrarn for the sales database.

In the diagram the entity sets ale lepresented by rectangles, attributes by el-

lipses, and relationships among attributes by diamonds. For a given entity type, the

attribute(s) that uniquely identify instances (the key) of the entity is underlined.

The ER diagram in Figure 3.3 represents the logical design for a sirnple sales

database at the conceptual level. The simple sales database is described by the

entities Customer, Order, and Product. The attributes describing the Customer

42
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entity includes a unique customer identity number Customer-ID, customer name)

address, and occupation. The Order entity is described by ttie older identity number

Order-No that represents the sale of one or more products at a particular date and

time. The attributes describing the product entity are the product identity number

Product-ID, product description, type, brand, price, and supplier. The relationships

between entities in Figure 3.3 include Order for Customer, and Requested on. The

Requested on relationship is desclibed by the Quantity attribute.

3.2.2 Relational Model of Data

The relational model of data was proposed by Codd [Cod70] in 1970. It is based

on the mathematical theory of sets. The relational model can be represented as two

dimensional tables such as shown in Figure 3.4. Rows of the relation are referred

to as tuples of the relation and the columns are its attributes. Each attribute of a

relation represents a set of values known as a domain. The primary key of a relation

is an attlibute which can be used to uniquely identify a tuple in a relation. In the

relational model, the ordering of the tuples within a relation is not defined, but the

ordeling of the attributes is fixed.

The relation Ã is represented by the notation R(Ar, A2,...,,4,,) where A¿: R ---, Dt

is an attribute of Ê and D¿ is its domain foli : I,2,...,n.

Figure 3.4 shows the ploduct relation. Each tuple of the relation is composed of
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Primary Key

Figur-e 3.4: Product relation

"six valued" attribute. The primary key of the relation is the Product 1D attribute.

In the relational model, all relations must be in at least first normal form. The

first normal form relation requires all its attributes tobe atomi,c. Anatomic attribute

cannot be further subdivided and is assigned a single value at any point in time.

Normalization is the process of improving the structure of a given collection of

relations into well-structured relations. The well-stluctured relation is one that is free

of redundancy and is at its most decomposed level. It allows users to insert, delete,

and modify its rows without errors or inconsistencies.

The process of normalization begins with the original data structure and progresses

through first, second, and third norrnal forms. The original data structure is an

unnot'malized relation. The unnolmalized relation is a relation that may contain

repeating values and relations nested within othel relations.

Normalized relations are appropriate for On Line T\ansaction Processing (OLTP)
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because they eliminate the insert, delete, and update anomalies. However, normalized

relations will slow down database performance because join opelations may be needed

to answer a requested query. In general, norrnalized relations have been designed and

tuned for OLTP applications and are inappropriate for On Line Analytical Processing

(OLAP) applications fStag3, AGSgbl.

Normalized relations are not ideal for data warehouse or OLAP because the data

warehouse requires high performance to answer on-line data analysis queries. Chapter

5 will present in detail the schema used for structuring the warehouse data.

3.3 Distributed Database Design

Recall frorn the introduction (see Section 1.3) where two approaches for distributed

database design were introduced: the top-down approach and the bottom-up ap-

proach [ÖV91, CP84]. We now consider these in more detail. The top-down approach

is used when the databases are non-existent. However) once the databases exist (for

exarnple, the multidatabase environment), the bottom-up design is the appropriate

approach.

In the top-down approach, the stalting steps of the design process are the require-

ment analgszs and logi,cal desi,gn of the global database. The output of these two steps

ar-e the Global Conceptual Schema (GCS) and the access pattern information. These

two outpnts represent the input for the dzstributed desi,gn step. The objective of the
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distributed design is to devise the Local Conceptual Schema (LCS) by generating

entities callecl fragments. These fragments are then allocated to the distributed sites.

The plt'gsi,cal desi,gn, is the last step in the top-down design approach process. It maps

the LCS with the access information to the distributed physical storage devices.

In the bottom-up approach, the design process consists of [CP8a]:

o Selecting a common database model for describing the global schema of the

existing databases.

o Tlanslating each local schema into the common data model.

o Integrating local schemas from the existing databases into the global conceptual

schema.

Since the ernphasis of this research is on the top-down design, the previous worl<s

related to this design are reviewed.

There are two fundamental issues in top-down design: fragmentation and allo-

cation. Fragmentation partitions each global relation into a set of local relations

(fragments). Allocation distlibutes these local relations across the sites of the dis-

tributed system lÖV91].

Thele are three fragmentation strategies: horizontal, vertical, and mixed. Hor-

izontal fragmentation is defined as the process of subdividing (i.e., selecting) the

tuples of the relation into groups of tuples. Each group has the sane attributes as
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the oliginal relation. Vertical fragmentation is defined as the process of subdividing

(i.e., projecting) the attributes of the relation into groups. Each group contains the

primary key of the original relation. Mixed fragrnentation is defined as the process of

per-forming horizontal fragmentation followed by vertical fragmentation or vice ver-sa.

To ensure that the semantic characteristics of the relation does not change as a

result of applying the fragmentation strategies, three correctness ruies are required.

These correctness rules are: completeness, disjointedness, and reconstruction [öVgl].

Completeness ensures that all tuples from a relation are mapped into at least one frag-

ment without any loss. Disjointedness ensures that the generated fragments are non-

overlapping. Finally, reconstluction ensures that the union of all fragments shouid

reproduce the original relation.

The following subsections summarize previous work on the three fragmentation

strategies in the relat'ional data model.

3.3.1 Florizontal Fbagmentation

Ceri, Negri, and Pelagati [CNP82] fragment r-elations horizontally by determining the

logical properties of data, such as the fragmentation predicates, and the statistical

properties of data, such as the reference of applications to fragments.

Shin and h'ani [SI91] fragment relations horizontally using a knowleclge-base ap-

proach. Tlris approach uses the knowledge of the data to delive precise user reference
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clusters (URCs). They proposed a knowledge-base system. It co¡rsists of a knowledge-

base about the relations and an inference mechanism. The inference mechanism ap-

plies the knowledge base to the user queries to produce new equivalent queries from

which the highly accurate URCs will be clerived.

Ceri, Navathe and Wiederhold [CNW83] define a logical schema model which is

needed to generate two types of horizontal fragmentation: primary ancl" d.eri,ued. The

logical schema is modeled as a directed graph with (1) objects, such as normalized

relations for the relational model, that are represented as nodes; (2) links, such as

relationships âmong relations, that are represented as edges. The relation at the tail

of a link is called the owner of the link and the relation at the head is called the

member. Primary horizontal fragmentation is performed using disjoint preclicates

that are defined on owner relations while derived horizontal fragrnentation is derived

from a metnber relation by using predicates that are defined on an owner relation.

Özsu and Valduriez [ÖV9i] specify stronger requirements (clatabase information

and application information) to permit the two types of holizontal fragmentation:

primaly and derived. They provide an algorithm for the primar)'horizontal fi.agmen-

tation. The input to tire algorithm is a relation with simple predicates that have been

deterrnined iu acco¡dance with the applications defined on the relation. The output

of tire algor-ithm is a set of mintelm fragments.

Navathe, I{arlapalem and Ra [NKR95] present an algorithm for horizontal frag-
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mentation as a par-t of a mixed fragmentation methodology. This methodology min-

imizes the number of disk accesses required to process the distributed transaction.

The main idea of the algorithm is similar to the vertical fragmentation algorithm

presented in [NR89]. The algorithm is based on a graphical technique and assumes

that all simple predicates are previously determined. The algorithm clusters and op-

timizes the predicates terms. Finally, the horizontal fragments will be generated and

adjusted to remove the overlapping ones.

3.3.2 Vertical Fbagmentation

There are two approaches for vertical fragmentation in the relational data model.

The fir-st approach provides an opt'imal solution for vertical fragmentation with re-

strictive assumptions such as the file capacity and numbers of attributes lHof76, ESZ6,

MS77, Sch77]. The second approach is heuristic [HS7b, HN7g, NCWD84]. özsu and

Valduriez [OV91] classify these techniques into two types: sptitti,ng and groupi,ng.

Spli'tting technique measures the access of applications to the attributes and uses

these lneasures to split the relation into fragments. Hoffer and Severance [HS7b]

measuled the affinity between pairs of attributes and clustered them based on their

affinity. They used the bond energy algorithrn (BEA), developed by McCormick eú

al. [IVISW72], to clustel the attributes. Navathe et al. |NCWDS4] extend the work

of Hoffer and Severance bv:
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. providing algorithms for splitting attlibutes into nonoverlapping or overlapping

fragments.

ploposing a two phase design for vertical fragmenting. The first phase is based

on the logical access frequencies of the transaction. The second phase is based

on the cost factors related to the physical environment.

o applying the proposed veltical fragmenting technique into an environment where

the database is stored on one level of memory, a memory hierarchy or on a

distributed database environment.

Özsu and Valduriez [ÖV91] describe the work of Hoffer and Severance [HS75]

in more detail. They provide a partitioning algorithm for the distributed database

environment based on the work of Navathe et aI. [NCWDS4]. Navathe and Ra

[NR89] proposed a graphical algorithm that represents the attributes affinity values

in a complete graph, then a linearly connected spanning tree is formed. Each cycle

on the spanning tree represents a fragment.

On the other hand, the grouping technique proposed by Hammer and Niarnir

[HN79] h¿rs two phases which iterate until no furt]rer improvement is found. The first

phase "group'ing" starts by assigning each attribute to one candidate fragment. Then

a set of variations is constructed frorn the candidate fragments. These variations ale

submitted to the fragment evaluator fol cost evaluation. The variation that represents
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the greatest improvement over the current candidate becomes the new candiclate. This

process iterates until no improvement over the current candidate occurs.

Tlre second phase is the attribute "regroup'ing" phase. It starts with the final can-

didate of the first phase. At each step of this phase several variations are constructed

by moving an attribute from its current fragment to another fragment. This process

iterates until no improvement is found over the current candidate.

3.3.3 Mixed Fbagmentation

Mixed fragmentation is needed when the database users require access to subsets

of data that are both vertical and horizontal fragrnents of global relations. Navathe,

Karlapalem and Ra [NKR95] developed graphical algolithms for generating horizontal

and vertical fragmentations. The algorithm that generates horizontal fragmentation

is based on the predi,cate ffinities while the algorithm that generates vertical frag-

ment is based on attribute ffiniti,es. Moreover, they present a mixed fragmentation

rnethodology that simultaneously applies the horizontal and vertical algorithms to

generate a gr-id on a relation. This grid consists of cells which are merged to forrn

mixed fragrnents. They argue that the mixed fragmentation rnethodology is an opti-

mal partitioning technique for distributed databases.



Chapter 4

Distributed Data Warehouse

Architecture

This chapter discusses the feasibility of building a data warehouse using the distrib-

uted technology and proposes an architecture rnodel for the distributed data ware-

housing. Section 4.1 discusses the advantages and disadvantages of distributed data

walehousiug. Section 4.2 presents ttre ploposed architecture model for- distr-ibuted

data war-ehousing, provides on depth description of its system architecture, and illus-

trates how the infolmation flows in the distributed data warehouse.
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4.L Advantages and Disadvantages of Distributed

Data \Marehousing

Arguments over centralized versus distributed systems have occurr-ed since the early

1960s and will probably continue into the foreseeable future [Mar81]. Current ap-

proaches suggest building the data warehouse as a single centralized repository even

if the organization is geographically distributed. However, if the whole organizatiol

is geographically distributed, the data warehouse should ultimately be distributed as

well. It would be unwise to force a centralized data warehouse when the operational

systems exist over a widely distributed geographical area.

Several advantages are evident in a distributed data warehouse:

o Local Autonomy: Each site in a distributed data warehouse is autonomous.

The local warehouse data is locally owned, managed and controlled, even if it is

accessible from other remote sites. Conversely, a local user is allowed to access

rernote data but must conform to the requirements imposed by that r-emote

location.

. Performance: Data in a distributed data warehouse can be stored close to its

normal point of use, which reduces response time and communication costs.

il4oreover, since each site handles only a portion of the warehouse data, con-

tention for CPU and I/O services is not as acute. Finally, the inherent par-
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allelism in the system can lead to improved throughput ancl lesponse times

[Öve1].

o Reli,ab'ili,ty and Auai,labili,tu: A distributed data warehouse offers increased re-

liability and availability. Reliability means that the systern can continue to

function despite failure of one or more sites. If a clistributed data warehouse

supports replicated data at more than one site, a crash or failure of a communi-

catioit link at one or more of the sites does not necessarily make the warehouse

data inaccessible.

Incremental Growth: A major advantage to a distributed data warehouse is

that as it grows, due to constantly increasing historical data or re-design and

extensions, the system can evolve cost effectively. Additional processing and

storage cau be added incrementally because there is no need to build a new

data warehouse on a new and expensive platform. Finally, new sites can be

easily and expeditiously added whenever the organization expands.

The disadvantages of a distributed data warehouse are:

Security: A distributed data warehouse utilizes a network, which introduces a

weak security link [ÖV91].

Complerity: Since data are stored at different sites, access and management is

more challenging. Technology advances and research into distributed database
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management systems (DDBMS) provide many useful insights into this problern.

o cost: Each site must have people to maintain the system [övg1].

Large organization that have different divisions and geogr-aphic location will bene-

fit from the distributed data warehouse. The distributed data warehouse will provide

on-line analytical processing for the decision makers at each division and at the head-

quarters of the organization.

4.2 Distributed Data'Warehouse Architecture Model

This section proposes a distributed data warehouse architecture model. The proposed

architecture represents the classic solution for- a lalge enterprise with various divisions

and geographic locations. Section 4.2.1 presents the architectule model [N897]. The

architecture provides the geographically distributed organization with a Distributed

Detailed Data Warehouse and a Centralized Summarized Data Warehouse. Since the

emphasis of this research is on the distributed data warehouse, Secti on 4.2.2 provides,

in depth, the system architectur-e for the distributed detailed data warehouse.

4.2.L The Architecture Model

The architectural model for distlibuted data warehouses is based on the clecision

mâkers'needs.
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The Decision Makers' Needs: The primary objective of a decision maker is to

make the corporation run better, increase market share, reduce cost and expenses, ancl

increase revenues [IH94]. To do this, decision-makers need to know when things are

going wrong (and why) or wÌten to recognize a.L oppor-tunity (e.g., an acquisition or

new product) [PC93]. Decision makers have developecl several strategies for extracting

the most important data patterns from huge amounts of information. Strategies such

as using subordinates to collect and filter information and using various industry

summaries, reports, and newsletters to provide summarized information are examples.

The huge volumes of information are potentially relevant to any problern but it

must be filtered and summarized. Unfortunately, summarization throws away po-

tentially useful information. The solution to this paradox is to support the decision

makels with a systern that provides summaries about the corporation status that are

linked to the underlying detailed information, which permits "drill-through" to the

detailed data when required. Typicalty a Decision Support System (DSS) and an

Executive Information System (trIS) are used as part of this decision support.

In a geographically distributed organization, there are two types of decisiol-

makers:

o those who mal<e decisions for the entire organization, and

o those who make decisions for one of the organization's branches.
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The decision-mal<ers whose scope is the entire organization usuall;, emphasize

long-term trends in their information processing. They require highly summarized

information that is strategic in nature. On the other hand, decision-makers at the

branch level tend to be limited to a branch-based view so the emphasis is on short-

term trends. Obviously, immediate and detailed information is required to make the

best possible decision for the branches [IHg4].

Since there are two categories of decision-makers in a geographically distlibuted

organization, the warehouse should mirror the users' needs. Therefore, a distributed

warehouse architecture that provides the geographically distributed organization with

a Distributed Detailed Data Warehouse (DDDW) and a Centralizecl Summar-ized

Data \Marehouse (CSDW) is ultimately required.

Distributed Detailed Data.Warehouse: In the DDDW, the dispersed b¡anches

of the or-ganization will be connected by the peer-to-peer approach that provides a

fully distributed data warehouse system. At each branch in the distributed data ware-

Itouse, the data will be integrated from the local operational systems, fragmented, and

allocated into one or more of the local data warehouses in the organization (see Figure

4.r).

The distributed data war-ehouse supports the two categories of decision makers by

providing a single view of data even though that data is physically distributed across

multiple data warehouses in multiple systems at different branches (i.e., distribution
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Figure 4.1: Architectural lViodel to DDW [NBg7].

transparency). Distribution transparency allows the local decision makers to run

DSS application against their local data warehouse to fulfill their local needs, and

the decision makers at the headquarters can dlill through to the detailed data of any

branclr whenever necessary. Section 4.2.2 wtll present the system architecture for the

distributed data warehouse.

Centralized Summarized Data 'Warehouse: The CSDW is located at the
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headquarters (see Figure 4.1). Each branch contains the sumrnarized data created

by selecting, projecting, and aggregating relational data into views more convenient

and useful to the decision tnakers. This summarized data is then propagated to the

headquarters, where it is agglegated with summary data from other branches in a

central repository and as spreadsheets, text documents, and charts.

Tlie CSDW pr-ovides quick r-esponse time as the decision-makers are at the same

location as the data so they will not be affected by network delays. It plovides efficient

analysis because the suminarized data are updated directly when newly integrated

data are loaded into the current detailed data warehouse. Further-, it provides high

seculity over the most sensitive data in an environment that is easy to manage.

4.2.2 The Distributed System Architecture

The distributed data warehouse system architecture is based on the ANSI/SPARC

architecture [TK7S] that has three level of schemas: internal, conceptual and external.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the distributed data warehouse architecture model. It is a

fotrr-tiered atchitecture consisting of (I) The data integrat'ion layer which includes

tlre source database systems and the plrocesses required to integrate tltem. Q) fhe

data staging layer integrates subject oriented and current detailecl data using a homo-

geneous model. Q) fhe data distri,buti,on layer ftagrnents, allocates and updates the

distributed data warehouse with changes occurring in the operational systems. (4)
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Tlt'e d'istri,buted data warehouse manl,ger lager is responsible for interfacing with the

decision support environment by providing a corporate-wide view of the distributecl

data across the network. The following sections discuss these layers in detail.

The Data fntegration Layer

The data integration layer consists of the source databases available across the sites

and the integration and transfolmation tools. Figure 4.2 shows the multiple source

databases available across the sites. These sources lun the gamut fiorn full function-

ing On-Line T\'ansaction Processing (OLTP) to various unstructured external data

sources such as flat files or spreadsheets. The individual source at each site has its own

Local Internal Sch,ema (LIS) and Local Conceptual Schemar (LCS). The LIS defines

the physical data organization on the source database while the LCS represents the

abstract definition of the data and the relationships between them. The LIS and LCS

in each source database has its own native data model. The integration and transfor-

mation tools extract data and information about the data from the source databases,

define the relationships among data at multiple sour-ces) detect duplicates and incon-

sistencies, add any extra desired information such as timestamps and transform the

integrated data to the target database in the data staging layer.

1 Conceptual schema lepresents the data ancl the lelationships betrveen clata n ithout consicleri¡g
the lequiremer¡.ts of individual applications or the restrictions of the physical stor.age rneclia [OVg1].
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Figure 4.2: Distributed Data Warehouse System Architecture.

The Data Staging Layer

The data staging layer stores the integr-ated, subject oriented, current-value and cle-

tailed data. The integrated data in the staging layer is stored using the Integrated"

Conceptual Schema (ICS), which defines the local schema of the entire source data-

bases. The unclerlving model for the ICS is a canonical data model. The ICS wili
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be transfolmed2 into the Gtobal Conceptual Sch,ema (GCS) (see Figure 4.3).

underlying model for the GCS is the data warehouse model (see Chapter 5 for

detail of the data model for data warehouse).

The data stored in the data staging layer can be classified into new data and

changed data. The new data represents the most recent data that is added to the

operational systems. The changed data represent the update occulring on existing

data in the operational systems.

The Data Distribution Layer

The data distribution layer pr-ovides the following processes: fi'agmentation, alloca-

tion and updating the distributed data war-ehouse. The fragmentation process applies

its algorithms to the data that have been mapped into the data warehouse model

(GCS). The fragmentation algorithms partition these data into fragments. The allo-

cation process applies its algorithms to distribute the fragments to the sites available

across the network. Finally, the update process applies its algor:ithms to add the new

information to the histoly of existing data available in the fragments in the distributed

data warehouse.

The main objective of the fragmentation and allocation processes is to minimize

the total transaction processing cost for a given set of transactions. \Ärhen the trans-

action processing cost increases and reaches to a specific threshold, the fragmentation

2 T)'ansformatiou betn'een different scheinas is performed b)' rnupt tu*. n4rich specify hori' a definition
at one schema can be obtained fi'orn a defiuition at alotirel scherna [OVg1].

The

the
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Figure 4.3: Distributed Data Warehouse Reference Ar-chitecture.

and allocation processes will be reapplied.

The Distributed Data'Warehouse Manager Layer

The distributed data warehouse manager layer manages the fragments at each site.

These fragments represent the'integrated, subject oriented, non-uolat,ile, time uariant

and detailed data. This layer also plovides a single view of the fragments even though

these fragrnents are physically distributed across multiple sites on multiple systeils.
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At every site, the logical organizations of the fragments are defined by the Local

Conceptual Schema (LCS). Each LCS is mappecl to a Logical Internal Schema (LIS)'

which defines the physical organization of the fragments stored at the local site' The

DSS end users at each local site are supported by Erternal Schema (ES) to allow them

to execute the DSS applications against the data warehouse (see Figure 4.3). The

GCS represents the union of the local conceptual schetnas. It is defined between the

external schemas and the local conceptual schemas to support network transparency

between the various distributed data warehouse sites'

The various sites aïe connected. using a Peer-to-Peer approach. Peer-to-Peer means

that a single application is able to operate "transparently" on data spread across

different data warehouses, managed by a variety of different DBN4Ss' run on a variety

of different machines, supported by a variety of different operating systems, and

connected by a variety of different communication networks [Dat95]'

A distributed data warehouse implemented using the peer-to-peer approach can

be viewed as a partnership among various sites and their individual local DBMSs.

A new software component at each site, logically an extension of the local DBIVIS,

provides tle necessary paltnership functions. The combination of this new component

with the existing DBNIS is called the distlibuted data warehouse management system

(DDWMS).

It is important to distinguish true, distributed data warehouse systems (DDWS)
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from systems that mer-ely provide remote data access. In a rernote data access system,

the user- rnight be able to operate on data at a remote site, oI- even data at several

rernote sites simultaneously, but the uset' is aware that the data is remote so no

support is plovicled for the clistribution tr-ansparency that a full DDWS provides'



Chapter 5

The Data Model for A Data
'W-arehouse

The data model for a data warehouse should be designed to structure the data

in a rnanner tirat suppo¡ts the On-Line Analgti,cal Processi'ng (OLAP)' There are

two teclrniques for modelling the data warehouse: the multi'dimensi'onal data model

[LAWgg, Leh98, CTgTa, GLg7, L\M96, AGS95] and the relat'ional data model [CD97'

Sho9Z, Kim96]. These two modelling techniques provide multidimeusional views of

data to support and facilitate the OLAP appiications. This chapter presents th-e re-

lational data model for a data walehouse. Section 5.1 discusses the relational data

warehouse schema and its formal definition. Section 5.2 plesents a review of the

variation of the clata walehottse schema design'
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5.1 Data 'Warehouse 
Schema

The data warehouse schema (stal schema) design was introduced by Kimbatl [Kim96].

The basic principle behind it is building a highly redundant data structure to improve

database performance for- OLAP applications.

The data warehouse schemes are physical database structures that store quanti-

tative or factual data about the organization in large central tables surrounded by a

group of smaller tables that describe the dimension of the olganization [AMg7, CD97].

The large central tables are called the fact tables and the surrounding tables are called

the dimensional tables.

Definition L (Data Warehouse Schema).
Data warehouse schema S is an ordered pai,r (D, ?); S : (D,?) where:

o D : {Dr, Dr,..., Du} is a set of dimensi,on relation schemes;

. f : {Fr, F ,..., Fn} i's a set of fact relat'ion scltemes. r

The data walehouse schema is a set of relation schemes. Two types of relation

schemes are available in data warehouse: Dimensions and Facts. The relationship

between the dimension relation and fact relation is one to many as shown in Figure

5.1.

5.1.1 The Dimension Relations

The dimension r-elations are descriptive relations that add value to the quantitative

data available in the fact reiation. They contain rnultiple attribute columns con-

(l/
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Figure 5.1: The data warehouse schema.

taining text and codes that describe the dimension key. The dimension relations are

heavily attributed to support the "what-if" queries r-equired to delive decision-making

information. They also represent the "bf' criteria. For example, the DSS end user

rnay wish to see "sales by region" or "monthly sales by sales person".

The dirnension relation is a denormalized relation. It is constructed by applying

a denormalization process [Bur97].

68

Definition 2 (Denormali,zati,on,).

Denormal'izat'ion i,s the process of pre-joi,ning relati,ons ,in, 
a,

controlled redundan,t data'into already normalized relations,

base perfot-rno,nce.

careful wag to 'introduce

tltereby improuing data-

Key I. Attributù I, Attriburc 2, ...

Ke),3. Attlibute l, Attdbute 2, . Kcy .5. 411¡¡6¡1¿ l, Attribute l. ...

Key 4. Attributc l, Atrriburc 2. ... Ke), 6 Attributc I , A{tribr¡tc 2. .. .

Ke.v l. Key 2 Kev 3. Kev 4. Arrribute l, Attribure 2, ... Key 3. Kev 5. Kev 6 Arrribure l, Attribute 2, .. .
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The advantages of using denorrnalization in building data warehouses ar-e [Poeg6]:

o Reducing the number of joined relations required to answer queries. As a result,

the run time application is irnproved.

o Mapping the physical database structure closely to the user queries thereby

improving the database performance.

The dimension relation represents the joining of more than one normalized rela-

tions from the On-Line Transact'ion Processing (OIJTP) schema. F igure 5.2 illustr-ates

normalized relations based on geographical regions. Clearly these ale in at least third

normal form (3NF). To perform OLAP analysis these should be "pre-joined" to en-

hance the performance of the OLAP queries. The normalized relations often have a

hierarchical structure among themselves. This hierarchical structure will be captured

during the denormalization process. Consider, for example, the hierarchical structure

between the nor-malized relations of the OLTP store schema in Figure 5.2. The nor-

malized relations (Region, District, State, City and Store) have a hierarchal structure

between them where the highest level of the hierarchy is the Region relation and the

lowest level is the Stor-e relation.

The denormalization process produces two outputs:

1. The dimensi,on relation: Figure 5.3 shows the store dimension relation after

it has been denormalized out of the normalized lelations which was shown in
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Figure 5.2: The OLTP store schema.

Figure 5.2. In the store dimension relation the store-l<ey (of the lowest level

relation in the hierarchy of the normalized relations) has been associated with

the non-key attributes of the other normalized relations.

The attributes h'ierarchE for the dimension relation: The attributes hierarchy

will be represented by the relation Dno(Aor,,4¿2) where Dn¿ is the attributes

hierarchy relation of the dimension D¿, the domain Qn of ,4,¿1 represents the

attributes of the dimension D¿ involved in the hielarchy and the donain Q¿z of

70
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,4¿2 represents the level of each attribute in the hierarchy. For instance, the at-

tributes hierarcþ of the store dimension reiation is Store(Attributes-Hi,erarchy,

Leuel)and it has the following values:

Attributes Hierarchy Level

Store i

City 2

State .)

Distrect 4

Region 5

The attributes hierarchy is used in rolling-up and drilling-down operations of the

OLAP applications. These two operations represent moving along the attributes

hierarchy to decrease or increase the level of the aggr-egation [CD97]. The roll-up

oper-ation increases the level of aggregation, such as vierving the sales data from

sales by city to sales by region. The drill-down operation decreases the level of

aggregation, such as viewing the sales data from sales by region to sales by district.

The attributes hier-ar-chy will be used later in the proposed algorithm for fragmenting

the data warehouse schema horizontally.

The context for the formal definition of a dirnension's relation schema requires

recalling Definition 1 of the data warehouse schema where S : (D, ?).
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Figure 5.3: The Store Dimension Relation.
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Definition 3 (Dimensi.on).

The dimension relat'ion schema for ang D¿

A¿,n) wltere A¿¡ : D¿ - Q¿¡ is an attribute

andl<j<m.

'is represented by Dr(Afl,, Aoz, A¿2,..., Aoj, ...,

of D¿ and Q4 i.s i,ts domain for I 1 i { u

The di'mension relati.on keg Afl functionally determines all attributes

mensionrelation D¿,thatis, Afl ,14 for 1( i, 1uand,2 < j <

superscript letter D in Afl implies that Afl is a dimension key.

Tlrere are two types of the di,mens,ion relat'ion attributes:

I

of the di-

rn. The

I' Non-hi,erarchi'cal attribute: it contains descriptive inforrnation about the dimen-

sion but it is not involved in the dimension attributes hierarcþ

2. Hzerarch'i,cal attribute: it contains descriptive information about the dimension

and involves the dimension attributes hierarchy.

Tlre relation scheme for the Store dimension relation (see Figure b.3) is (StoreKey,

Storc-Kev

I
2
3
4
5
6
1
8

9

Store State

NY
PA
PA
PA
CA
CA
MA
FL
FL

Citv

New York
PhiÌadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Los Angeles
San Francisco

Boston
Miami
Miami

District

New York
Philadelphia
Allegheny
Allegheny

Los Angeles
San Francisco

Suffblk
Dade
Dade

Eastern
Eastem
Eastem
Eastem
Pacific
Pacifìc
Eastem

South East
South East

Jones
Williams
Erickson

Davis
Srnith
Mona
Amin
Cobb
Cobb

Region Store-Manager

Store No. I
Store No. 2
Store No.3
Store No. 4
Store No.5
Store No. 6
Store No.7
Store No. 8
Store No. 9
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StoreName, City, State, D'istrict, Regi.on, StoreManager). The Store dimension rela-

tion is in first normal form. The functional dependencies in this relation arc {StoreKey

-- (storeName, c'itg, state, Distri,ct, Regi,on, storeManager), storeName -- (city,

State, District, Region, StoreManager), Ci.ty ---+ (State, District, Region), State ---+

(Di,stri,ct, Reg'ion), Di,strict --- Region]. The functional dependencies in the Store di-

mension relation are tlansitive dependencies. The presence of these transitive depen-

dencies are acceptable in the data warehouse schema to support the on-line analytical

processing.

5.L.2 The Fact Relations

The fact relation norrnally contains millions of rows and is highly normalized [Kim96].

The fact relation stores time-series factual data. These data represent real values that

the DSS end users need to track. The fact relation is composecl of foreign keys and

raw data. Each foreign key references a primary key on one of the dimension rela-

tions. Tirese dimension relations could be time, product, market, vendor, customer,

etc. The raw data represent the numerical measurement of the orgarrization such as

sales amount, number of units sold, prices and so forth. The raw data usually never

contain descriptive (textual) attributes because the fact relation is designed to per-

form arithmetic operations such as summarization, aggregation, avet'age and so forth

on such data.

The context for the formal definition of a fact's relation schema requires recalling

nÐfJ
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Definition 1 of the data warehouse schema wher-e S : (D, F).

Definition a @act).

The fact relation schema fi i,s represented b11 F¿(Afl, A?r, ..., A?,, ..., A?s,..., Ary,..., AÇ)

where Afl ls a foreign key references a TtrimarE keg for one of th,e d,imension relations

(1 <i1q andr <l1u), and Aff: F¿-- Qo¡,is ameasurementattri,bute of F¿

@,ef¡ and,Q¡¡'isits domainforl<i,<q and,lA?rl < j <p. r

The fact relation's primary key is a composite key of all the foreign keys (null

values should not be allowed in these foreign keys). The measurement attr-ibute

Aff contains â numeric value. The superscript letter m in Aff implies thal Aff is a

measurement attribute.

Figure 5.4 shows an example of a data warehouse schema for sales. The sales data

warehouse schema has four dimension relations: time, store, prod.uct, and promotion.

They will be denotecl as follows:

Ti^"(!n!]Sa,Year, Quarter, Month, DaE, ...)

stor"(s!9r:I(E, store_Name, store_Number, store_Ad,dress, store_city, ...)

Product(ProduclKey, Descri,pti,on, Prod_Type, Prod,_S,ize, prod,_weigtzt, ...)

Promotion ( I::-"t¿g!:4:!, D escriptzon, Ad _ Type, C oupon _ Type, ... ).

These dimension relations surround the sales fact relation. The sales fact relation

contains for:eign keys referencing each of the four- dimensions along with three factual

clata values (sales amount, units sold, and cost). The sales fact relation will be
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Figure 5.4: A sirnple data warehouse schema for sales [I{im96].

denoted as follows:

Sol"t(Tfu"_K"a, Produrt_K. promotion_K"a, Sales Amount, (Jnits

Sold, Cost).

5.1.3 The Relations Size

The size of the dimension relations is smaller than the size of the fact relations [Kim96,

N4HP99]. The size of the dimension relations could be thousands of rows while the

fact relation could be millions of rows. For example, suppose that the sales histor-y

in a sales data warehouse holds data for three years. The number of rows of the
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time dimension relation would be (3 Years-x 365 Days : 109b Days (rows)). Also

suppose that there are 200 stores (rows) in the store dimension relation and 50.000

products (rows) in the product dimension relation. Let us assume that the daily sales

of each store is 6000 items, then the number of ¡ows in the sales fact relation would be

(1095 Days x200 Stores x6000 active product : I,3I4,000,000 rows). This example

illustrates that the size of the fact reiation can contain over 1 billion rows. Therefore,

it is clear that the size(D) ( size(F).

5.2 variation of Data 'warehouse schema Design

There are various extensions of the data walehouse schema (star schema). These

various extensions are required to suit more complex modeling problems [poeg6].

The following subsections describe briefly two such extensions of the star schema:

snowflake schema and multi-star scherna.

5.2.L Snowflake Schema

The snowflake schema is an extension of the star schema, where dimensional relations

are normalized. The snowflake schema diagrarn folms a shape similar to that of a

snowflake. Figure 5.5 shows an example of a snowflake schema of a data warehouse

for sales. This exarnple is sirnilar to the one in Figure 5.4, except that here some of

the dimension relations are normalized. For exarnple, the product dimension relation

is nolmalized by a link to the supplier relation which contains the information about
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Figure 5.5: A simple snowflake schema design for sales database.

the suppliers.

The snowflake schema minimizes disk storage for the data because the denormal-

ized dimension relation tends to be large and contains redundant information. O¡ the

other hand, the snowflake schema increases the number of relations which natur.ally

increases the cornplexities of some of the queries.

5.2.2 Multi-Star Schema

The fact relation in the star schetna is composed of an order set of a foreign keys

that form a prirlary key and raw data. However, in some applications the selected

Producl Dinìcnsíon Tablc
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Figure 5.6: Multi-Star schema.

Transaction Fact Table
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primary key might not replesent a unique identifier for the fact relation rows. l\4ulti-

star schetna solves this problem by providing a set of foreign keys that reference

dimension relations, and a plirnary key that consists of one or more columns to

identify the fact relation rows [Poeg6].

Figur-e 5.6 shows a multi-star schema fol a retail sales database. The transaction

fact relation records daily sales. It is composed of two foreign keys, a primary key,

and three factual data. The two foreign keys Store_KeA and SKU_Keg, which refer

to the Store and SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) relations, can occur in multiple rows.

For instance, the same store could have multiple sales of the same item on the same

day' Therefore these two foreign keys are not enough to identify the fact relation

row. Therefore, the primary key for the transaction fact relation consists of the three

columns Date, Receipt-,À/år, and Recei,pt_Li,ne_Item. This type of r-elational design

has been introduced to support the on-line analytical processing.

5.3 Discussion and Sumrnary

From the above descr-iption of the data warehouse schema model, we could say that

the data \a'arelìouse schema is a particular implementation of the relational data

model' The fact relation represents the associative entity that links the instances

of the various climensions. The associative entity is an entity that associates the

instances of one or rnore entities and contains attributes that ar-e peculiar to the
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Figure 5.7: The entity relationship digram for the sales data warehouse.

relationship between those entity instances [MHpgg].

Figure 5'7 shows the entity relationship diagram for the sales data warehouse. The

associative entity SALES is represented with diamond relationship symbol enclosed

within the entity box. The associative entity SALES forms an association between

instances of the TIME, STORE, PRODUCT, and PROMOTIoN entities. There are

three attributes on the associative entity SALES: Sales Amount, Units Sold, and

Cost. The identifier of the associative entity SALES is a composite identifier whose

components will consist of the identifier of the TIMtr, STOR_E, PRODUCT, and

PRON4OTION entities.

The dimension relation in the data warehouse schema (star schema) is denormal-

ized. The main idea behind denormalization is to improve database performance for

on-line analytical processing applications.

80
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Snowflake schema same as star schema, but with normalization of climension rela-

tiotls. The Multi-Star schema is the same as the star schema where the fact relation

may contain a partial kev.



Chapter 6

The Distributed Data Mlarehouse
Design

This chapter presents a methodoiogy for the distributed data warehouse design and

two approaches to fragment the huge fact relation horizontally. Section 6.1 addresses

the main idea of the design methodology. Section 6.2 presents the first approach

that partitions the fact relation in an algorithmic way along with its time complexity

and an example. In the same manner, Section 6.3 presents the second appr.oach.

Finally, Section 6.4 validates the generated fragments from the fact relation with

respect to the three correctness rules of fragmentation: completeness, reconstruction

and di,sjoi,ntedness.

6.1 The Design Methodology

This section presents a design methodology for distributecl data warehouse. The

main ideas of the methodology are (1) to replicate the dirnensio¡ relations across the
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network and (2) to generate holizontal fragrnents of the huge fact relatio¡ only. The

reasons are:

o The sizes of the dimension relations ale relatively small compared to the fact

relations (see Section 5.1.3 for- details).

The dimension relations are changing slowly. Therefore, the cost of updating

these replicas is relatively low.

r If the dirnension relations are fragmented ancl allocated across the network,

query processing will be costly because tlie DSS user queries usually run against

the fact relation and its dimension relations. Consider, for example, the follow-

ing user query "G'iue the total sales amounts for each prod,uct tn each quarter

of 1997 'in each reg'ion". To answer this query, the data from product, time

and store dimensions should be joined with the sales fact relation. Then the

total sales would be determined. Therefore, the improved performânce query

processing is realized by replicating the dimension relations.

Since the dimension relations will be replicated across the network, the main

objective of the proposed algorithm is to generate horizontal fragments of the huge

fact relation.

There are two approaches fol horizontal fragmentation: primary ancl derived.

Applying the primary horizontal fi'agmentation requires a set of applications (si¡rple
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predicates) used by user queries against the relation.

In the data warehouse, the fact relation represents the numerical measurements

of the organization and the DSS user queries perform arithrnetic operations on the

fact relation such as summarization, aggregation, average and so forth.

It is unlikely that a set of simple predicates for the fact relation could be deter-

mined fi'om the DSS user queries. Therefore, the primary horizontal fragmentation

approach could not be applied on the fact r-elation.

The other approach is to derive the horizontal fragments of the fact relation from

the applications that are defined on a dimension relation. In the data warehouse

schema, the fact ¡elation is owned by more than one dimension relation (owner) and

represents the many-to-many relationship among the dimension relations. For ex-

atnple, in Figure 6.1 the many-to-many relationship between the dirnension relations

(Store, Product, Time) is expressed with three links (Lr, Lz, Ls) to the sales fact

relation (nrember).

Tlre two functions: Owner and A'[emberl defined in [ÖVg1] have an analog in the

data warehouse schema. This analog is that the Owner function always maps the

given link to a dirnension relation where the IVIember function always maps the link

set L (where L: {Lt,L2,...,Lk,...,L,}) to the fact relation in the data warehouse

schema as follor,vs:

84
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Sales

Store
Store-Ke-v. Store-Nanre, Store-Address, City, State, District, Region, Store_Postal, Storc_Size, Store_Manager

Lr Product
Plocluct-Key Product-Nanre, SKU_Number, Bland, subcategory, Caregory, Departrnent, Diet_type

L, I - Tuqe
Tine-Ke,v Date, Week, Month, QLrarter., Fiscal _Quarter, Year, Holiday_Flag

L3

Store-Key. Product-Key Timc-Key. Dollar_Sales, Unit_Sales, DollaLCosr

Figure 6.1: A simple data warehouse schema foe sales.

o owner(Lr) : D¿ where tr¡ is one of the links in the link set ,c and D¿ e D is

a dimension relation.

o A[ember(Lo) :fl where r¡ is one of the links in the link set Land 4 € .F is

a fact relation.

For example, in Figure 6.1 the output values of the Owner and A,[ember functions

of tlre link tr1 are Owner(Lr) : Store and A,Iember(L) : Sales. Figure 6.1 also

shows that the A4emlser function maps the links (Lr,L, ancl tr3) to the sales fact

relation.

Since the fact relation is owned by more than one dimension relations, this thesis

plesents two new approaches for deriving the horizontal fragments of the fact relation:
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The first approach derives the horizontal fragments of the fact relation from

the applications that are defined on only one climension relation. This climension

relation (owner) has to be selected among the other dimension relations. There are

two cr-iteria that could be used to select the owner relation for perfolnli'g derived

horizontal fragments on the fact relation. These two criteria have been presented in

[OV91] but the methodology fol how to implement them has not yet appeared. These

two criteria are to select:

o the 
'elation 

fragments with better join characteristic, or

o the relation fragments used in more applications.

The objectives of the first criterion are to choose the lelation fragments that

provide answers to the query by performing joins on smaller relations (i.e., fragments)

and by performing joins between fragments in one site which execute the query in

parallel. This criterion could not be applied to generate the horizontal fragments

of the fact relation because of the basic prior assumption to replicate the dimension

relations. Therefore, there is no benefit in choosing the climension (owner) relation

that provides better join characteristics.

The objective of the second criterion is to choose the relation fragments that are

used in more applications. The derived fragments of the fact r-elation will represent

the segrnents of the fact relations that are heavily accessed by tlie DSS users. This
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critelion, therefore, seems to be the pleferable choice. The methodology for imple-

menting it will be presented below in Section 6.2. The selected climension relation,

according to this criterion, will be used temporarily. It stiil has to be replicated with

the other climension relations though.

Unfortunately, the drawback of this approach is that the generated fragmelts do

not reflect all the user applications against the data warehouse because they are based

on the applications of one dimension relation.

The second approach alleviates the drawback of the first approach

the horizontal fragments of the fact relation fi-om the applications of all

sion relations that have owner links with the fact relation. Section 6.3

algorithm for implernenting this approach.

by deriving

the dimen-

presents an

6.2 The First Approach

This section presents an algorithm for implementing the fir'st approach. The idea

behind this approach is to derive the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based

on the applications of one selected dimension relation.

The algorithm consists of three major steps to derive the horizontal fragments of

ihe fact relations. These steps are:

1. Select the dirnension relation that has the highest âccess frequency among the

dimension relations.
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2. Optimize the set of simple predicates for the selected climension relation by

eliminating the predicates that have a lower position in the attributes hierarchy.

3' Derive the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based on the mintelm pred-

icates of the selected dirnension relation.

This algorithm is different fi'om the relational distributed database [öVgl] because

(1) it uses access frequencies of queries to measure the importance of the dimension

relations; and (2) it refines the set of simple preclicates to support the requirernents

of the OLAP applications.

Algorithm 4 Fact Horizontal Fragments Approach One (FHF_Approachl) pro_

vides a formal presentation of these steps. It is assumecl that all the input to

the horizontal fragmentation algorithm of the fact relation is determined during

the requirement analysis phase of the top-down design approach (see Section 3.3).

The input to the algorithm are (1) the set of the dimension relations (Dset :

{Dr, Dr,..., Dk,..., Ds}) that have applications and owner links with the fact relation

f where Dset C D; (2) the attributes hierarchy relation Dhk(AH,Leuet) for each

dimension relation in the Dset (see Section 5.1.1); (3) the dirnension relations pr-edi-

cates set (DPset : {Pp,,PD", ..., PDu,..., PDr}); (¿) the dimension relations DSS user

quet'ies set DQset : {Qo'Qor,...,Qnu,...,QDr} where eou : {q,q2,...,Ç,} and

theil access fi'equencies; (5) the set of sernijoin predicates between the dimension re-

lations (owners) and the fact relation (member) (semipset : {pr, pr, ..., pk,...,p"});
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and (6) the fact relation f . The output of ttre algorithm is tìre set of the horizontal

fragments fol the fact relation. A cletailed descliption of each step of the algorithm

is given below.

Algorithm 1 SelectDimension
fnput:

o The set of the dimension r-elations Dset : {Dt, D2, ..., Dt", ..., Ds}.

o Tlre dimension relations predicates set Dpset : {pn,pD",...,pDo,...,pnr}
where PDu : {p?* ,p?u , ...,p?u , ...,p]r}.

o The dimension relations DSS user queries set Deset :
{Qo,Qrr,--',QDu,...,Qor} where Qru : {qr,qr,...,q,} and their access
frequencies.

Output:

t Dn the dimension relation that has the largest access frequency on its simple
predicates.

Begin
(1) for each PDr" € DPset AND Qou e Deset d,o
(2) I I compute the total access frequency (TAFno) of tlie dimension D¡
(3) for each e¿ e Qpo do
(4) for each pl* e ppo do
(5) TAFD. ,- TAFpu -l (use(q¿,p?-) x acc(q¡))
(6) end {end for pf* }(7) end {end for q¿}

(8) f f rnsert theTAFp," into the dimensions access frequency (DAF) set
(9) DAF <- DAFUTAFD.
(10) end {end for P¿ru and eor}
(11) l/ Get the D¡ that has the iargest TAFD. from the DAF set
(12) Dn 

- 
Geti\4a-xDAF(DAF)

(13) Return(D¡)
End {SelectDirnension}
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Step One-Select th'e di'mens'ion relati,on that has th.e hi,ghest access frequency

an'Long tlte dimens,ion relat'ions.

The application information is required to process this step. There are two types

of user application information defined on the relation: qualitative and quantitative

information. The qual'itatiue information of user applications, clefined on relation l!,

is represented by a set of simple predicates used in user queries against Æ¿. This

set will generate a set of optimal minterm fragments M¿ : {^nr,Trli2,...tm¿r} ror

fragrnenting the relation A¿ (where the relation Il is an owner relation).

In the data warehouse schema, by using the DSS user queries, a set of simple

predicates will be identified for each dimension relation involved in the queries. Let

the set PDu : {p?*,p?*,...,p1u,...,pI,} represents the apprications defined on the

dimension relation D¡. The simple predicatepfk in the ppu set is defined us, plo , Aro

0 Value where nlr is the jtt'predicate of the P¡u simple predicates set, A¡¿ is the

¿¿r' attribute of the dimension relation Dn, 0 is a relation oper-ation from the set {:
, {,*, (, ), )}, andvalue is a value fro.r the domain en¿ of A¡¿ (i.e., varue € en¿).

The quantitat'iue information is essential for allocation [ÖVg1]. Quantitative infor-

mation is represented by two sets of data: minterm selectivity and access ftequency.

TLrc minterm selecti,uity is the cardinality of the minterm predicate i¡ the relation

and tlre o"ccess frequencg is the number of times the user application âccesses data in

a given period. The access frequency is used in Step One.
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The objective of this step is to select the dirnension relation that has the highest

access frequency among the dimension relations. Algor-ithrn I (SelectDi,mens,ion)

gives a folmal presentation of this step. The input to the algorithm are the set of

tlre dimension relations Dset, the dimension relations predicates set DPset, and the

dimension relations DSS user queries set DQset Three phases are required to process

this step:

Phase one generates the pred'icate usz,ge matrir for each dimension relation. It

is assurned that a procedure that generates the predicate usage matrix is available

to this algorithm. The predicate usage matrix represents the use of predicates in the

queries. The predicate usage matr-ix elemcnts defined by the predicate usage value.

Definition 5 (Predicate Usage Value):

Let Qp^.: {qt,e2,.--,q,} be the set of the DSS user queries that wi,tt use the set of

predi,cates PDu: {p?^,p?',...,p?k,...,p3*}. This set of pred,,icates is d.efined, on the

dimet¿si'on relation D¡,. A ualue of 1 or 0 i,s assoc,iated, wi,tl¿ each query q¿ atzd, each

simple pred'icate plk. This ualue is called, the pred,icate usage ualue and, ,is d,efi,ned. as

follows:

use(q¿,pf;u) if predi,cate flr ls referenced, bg query q¡ Iotherwise I
¡_Í1-l o

Phase two calculates the Total Access Frequency

the dimension relation (lines 1-10). This is clone by

(TAFD) of tÌre pr-edicates in

rnultiplying the query access
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frequency acc(q¿) by the predicate usage value use(q¿,nfr). fne result of this multi-

plication will be summecl in the TAFpu as follows:

T A F D u : Ð q, çq p o D of, u .ro u(u 
s e(q¿, nl r 

) * acc(q¿))

Each TAF> will be inserted into a set called the Dimension Access Frequency

(DAF) set. Phase three selects the dimension lelation that has the largest total

access frequency (TAFD.) from the DAF set (lines 77-72). It is assumed that the

procedure GetMaxDAF( ) is available to this algorithm.

Step Two- Opti,mize the set of simple pred'icates for the selected. d,,imension relation

D¡.

The dimension relation has a hierarchica,l structure among a subset of its at-

tributes (as discussed in Section 5.1.1). Each dimension relation is associatecl with

the attributes hierarchy relation that shows the level of each attr-ibute in the hierarchy.

Tlre set of simple predicates Ppu of the dimension relation could contain hierarchical

predicates. The h'ierarcltical predicate is the predicate whose attribute is involved in

the attributes hierarchy of the dirnension relation.

Step Two eliminates the hierarchial predicate fi-om the P¡u set, if and only if there

is another hierarchial predicate in the P¡u set with a higher level. To perform this

elimination, the following two phases are required (Algorithm2 (Optimi,zeDi,mens,ion)

provides a formal plesentation of these phases):
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Algorithm 2 OptimizeDimension
Input:

o the^ set of simple predicates of the selected dimension relation p¿u :
{p?r, p?', ..., plb, ..., plu}.

o the attributes hierarchy relation Dhk(AH, Leuel) of the selected dimension re-
lation.

Output:

o Pou an optimize set of simple predicates for the D¡ relation.

Begin
(1) l/ Identify the level of the highest attribute in ppu
(2) Hi,ghestLeuel :0
(3) for each pl- e Ppu do
(4) if Aki of p?r exist in Dhk.AH then
(5) if D¡,¡.Leuel > HighestLeuel then
(6) Hi,ghestLeuel: D¡¡,.Leuel
(7) end {end tor pl,}

(8) f f Remove the predicates that have a lower level than the H,iglzestLeuel
(9) for each p?- e Ppo d.o

(10) if Aki o¡ n?* exist in Dt,k.AH then
(11) if D¡,¡".Leuet < Hi,ghestLeuel then
(I2) PDu 

- 
Pou - plo

(13) end {end tor pl-}
(14) Return(P¡u)
End {OptimizeDimension}

1. Identify the attribute that has the

cates (see algor-ithm 2 lines 1-7).

highest level among the hierarchical predi-

2. Remove frorn the predicate set (Ppo : {p?r,p?u,...,p?u,...,p7o}) all the pred_

icates whose attributes have a lower level than the highest attribute identified
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in the previous phase (see algorithm 2 lines 8-13).

Consider, for example, the store dimension relation that has the following set of

simple predicates Psroru: {City: "New York", City: ,,Boston", City - ,,Vliami",

Region: "Eastern", Region: "South East"). Consider the attributes hierar-chy

relation (Drsto,"(AH, Leuel)) associated with the store dimension relation below:

From the set of sirnple predicates contained in Ps¡o,u and the attributes hierarcþ

relation Dt,sto,., the attribute that has the highest level arnong the hierarchical pred-

icates is "Region". Therefore, the set of simple predicates include only the following

preclicates Psro,.: {Region : "Eastern", Region : ,,Sout}r East"}.

The advantages of this optimization is the derived horizontal fragments of the fact

relation drawn from the minter-m predicates of the dimension relation. They (1) allow

the roll-up and drill-doun operations of the OLAP applications to be performed in the

same fragtnent; and (2) reduce the number of joi,n operations among the frag¡rents.

District
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The disadvantage of this optimization is that the number of the generatecl frag-

ments is small' However, they are large in terms of size. The large size of fragme¡ts

may not be desirable if storage is lirnited in the distributed sites. TheLefore, we be-

lieve that optimizing the set of simple predicates is an optional step in the horizontal

fragmentation design. The decision of wtrether to optimize or not will be basecl on

the properties of the computer systems at each site. In this way, fragmentation is not

wholly orthogonal to allocation.

step Three-De riue tlte hori,zontal fragments of th,e fact relation.

The objectives of this step are to:

1. generate a set of minterm predicates (111¡o : {*?u,m?0, ...,*|;u,...,^?o})

from the set of simple predicates Ppu that has been refined in Step Two; and

2. derive the horizontal frag'rents of the fact relation (f p, : {F}, F?, ..., Fl , ..., F:})

The formal presentation of this step is given in Algorithm a (FVF_Approachl).

Three phases are required to process this step:

Phase One: Apply the CONI_VIIN algorithm [ÖV91] (see line 5 of Algor-¡hm 4).

The objective of this algorithm is to genelate a cornplete and minirnal set of pleclicates

Pbu : {p?-,p?r, ...,p?u, ...,p]u} from the optimized set of simple preclicates p¡u. The

CONI-MIN algorithm inclucles, in the set of predicates Pfo, those predicates that

par-tition the relation or fragment into at least two parts which are accessed differentlv
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by at least one application.

Phase Two: Generate the set of dimension minterm predicates Mor.

Algorithrn 3, DzrnenM'intermPredicates, provides a formal presentation of the steps

required for generation of the Mpu set (A,[pu : {^?o,m?u,...,^lu, ...,m?u}). These

steps ale:

o Group the simple pred'icates in sets accord'ing to th.ei,r attributes (lines 1-18).

suppose the set Pbu: {p?*,p?r,...,p?k,...,pD-r} has simple predicates2 which

belong to two different attributes A¡¿ and. A¡¡ of the dimension relation D¡,

the P'ou set will, therefore, be subdivided into pÊ:" : {pfu,,ptu,,...,pfu,} and

PÊ:t : {pf 
*t 

, pîut , ..., p!,rt} .

o Generate the minterm predi,cales (lines 14-37). There are two cases for- gener-

ating the minterm predicates:

Case 1: If the Pfu set is gr-ouped to one set, i.e. the simple predicates in

Pfu set belong to the same attribute, the set of minterm pr-edicates will be

the elements of the Plo set. The minterrn predicates set is defined as follows:

A[po: {*l-l*?^ :p¡Do} *h".e 1 ( k <lDl (lDl is the number of dimension

relations in D set) and 1 < i < lPbrl lPb," I is the number of simple predicates

in the Pi^. set).

d as P?u : A¡¡ 0 Value'
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Algorithm 3 DimenlVlintermPredicates
fnput:
Output:
Declare

Tlresetofsimplepredicatesof thedimensionrelation pb*:{p?-,p?^,...,p1u,...,p]r\.
The set of dirnension mi'term predicates Il,Ip^. : {rr?^ ,1n?^ ,...,nf u,...,rn!^.)

CurrentAttribute: Ape of p?^'
for each p?* e pto^.d,o

if At"t of p?- : CuryentAttribute t;¡en
PÊ:' - 

p'Å:' up?-
Pb.^.-lb^-Ë-
s?,ze: size - |

end {end if}
end {encl tor pf;r}

nz : is a ternporary matrix.
PÊ:' , cleclare temporary sets. Each set Pjj' re¡rresents the predicates of a specific attr.ibute,4¡".

The maximurn numl:er of these sets is r where r is the nurnber of the attributes of the D¡
relation.
A,[p^. : ís tÌre set of dirnension minterm preclicates.
Begin
(1) ll$ou.p the sirnple preclicates in sets accordi'g to their attributes.
(2) r:0; size:lPb*l
(3) do
(4) r:rIl
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)
(10)
(1 1)
(i2)
(13) while size ) 0
(14) f f Generate the minterm preclicates for the first set (case 1).(15) ror j - 1 ro lpÉl'l do
(16) dlp^ 

- 
AI¡2^.U (p!-, e pA:')

(17) end {enrl fol j}
(18) s : lP'j.:'l
(19) for z :2 to r d.o
(20)
(2r)
(22)

(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)

(28)
(2s)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(3,1)

//Conjunct the simple predicates of ffi!' q,ith the previous eleme¡ts of AtIpu (case 2).
fori:ltoqdo

forj:1tolpÉl"ldo
,?oj: (rnfr e A,Ip^) n(nl-" e e$,;.¡

end {end for j}
end {end for i}
//Remove the old rninterrn preclicates from A,Io*.

(27) fori:ltoqdo
A,[pu*A[Dk-nz?^

end {end fot ¡t'¿D*}

llAdd the nerv urinterrn prec.licates to ll,[pu.
fori:ltoqdo

forj:itolPij'ldo
AIP* 

- 
A'[P^.Utt't¿¡

end {end for j}
(35) end {cnd fol i}
(36) q:q*lPÊ "|
(37) end {end fot z}
End { DirnenÀ,IintermPredicates }
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Case 2: If the Plu set is grouped to more than one set, the minterm predicates

will be generated by the conjunction âmong the simple predicates of the grouped

sets. The number of minterm predicates in the Atlpu set is z : lpÊ:,|*...*lp$u,l*

....lPÊ:" l. The set of simple predicates is defined as follows:

AtIn,: {*3^l^3u : A pfr,}
olu'uo|¡o

where:

- 1 < k < lDl (l2l is the number of dimension relations in D set),

71u < z (z is the number of minterm predicates defined onD¡),

7 < i < lPÊ:'l (lPÊ:'l is the number of simple predicates in rhe pff, set)

and

7 < i' 1 r (r is the number of simple predicates sets that have different

attributes).

The method of generating the minterm predicates (shown above) is different from

the one presented by Özsu and Valduriez [ÖV91]. They definecl the minterm pred-

icates as M : {^,1*n: Ar.rn pj} where n}: pi or pj: -pr. This research

does not consider the negated forrn of simple predicates (pî : -pr) in generating the

minterm predicates. The reasons are:

o The COM_MIN algorithm ensures that the simple predicates are complete

and minimal.
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o Even if we consider the negated form of the simple predicates, we will end up

with minterm predicates that did not have any simple predicates in the negated

forrn.

Phase three: Derive the horizontal fragments set of tire fact relation Ír,:

{F} , F: , ..., F¡ , .. ., F:} (see lines 7-rr of Algorithrn 4). The derived rrorizontal frag

ments of the fact relation (member) ar-e based on the dimension minterm predicates

defined on the selected dimension relation D¡ that has an owner links with the fact

relation. Given (t) " link l3 (where ouner(t¡) - D¡, and member(I¡) : F,); (2)

the selected dimension relation Dn along with its set of the minterm predicates

A[nu: {*?u,m?u,...,^1u,...,m?u}; (3) the fact relatio'fl; and ( ) the semi-

join predicate (p : D¡.key : F¿.lcey) between the dimension relation (owner) and

the fact relation (member), the derived horizontal fragments of fl are defined as

Fl : Fo n ço,.lu@ù) where:

o 1 ( i < q (qis the number of fact relations in f set);

o 1 ( k { n (n is the nurnber of dimension r-elations in D set); and

o 1 ( j < z (z is the number of minterm predicates defined on D¡ relation).
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Algorithm 4 FHF Approachl
Input:

o Thesetof thedime.sionrelationsDset:{Dt,D2,...,Dk,...,D5}thathaveapplica_
tio's and o\À/ner links r,r'ith the fact relation -Ç where Dset C D.

o The attlibutes hierarchy relation Dhk(AH,LeueL) for each climension reiation in the
Dset.

o The dimension relations predicates set Dpset : {pp, pDr, ..., pDu, ..., po"}.

o The dimension relations DSS user queries set Deset : {eo,eDr,...,eou,...,eor}
r,vhere Qru: {qt,qz,...,Qn} and their access frequencies.

o The set of semijoin predicates betr,r'een the dimension relations (ou,ners) and the fact
relation (mernber) Semi,Pset : {Pt, P2,..., p*,..., p"}.

¡ The fact relation fl.

Output:

¡ A set of derived horizontal fragments of the fact relation f p¿ : {F} , F:, ..., F! , ...,F:}.

Begin
(1) SelectDimension(Ds et, DPset, DQset, D¡)
(2) ll Optimize the selected dimension relation D¡
(3) OptimizeDimension(Pou,Dnn)
(4) f f Generate the dimension minterrn predicates
(5) Pbu 

- 
COM_MIN(DÀ, Prb)

(6) A,Ipu+-DimenMintermPredicates(pfu)
(7) f f Derive the horizontal fragrrents of the fJct relation
(B) for each *f u €./t1¡^. do
(9) Fl 

- 
F¿ x (o,.*ou(Pr))

(10) .fr *-fr,UF!
(11) end {enct for m,fu}
End {FHF_Approactrl}

6.2.I The Algorithm Complexity

This section presents the computation of the Fact Horizontal Fragmentatioir Algo-

rithm 4 (FHF-Approach,l). Assume s represents the largest numbel of dimelmion re-
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lations that have applications and o\À/ner links with the fact relation, ?z represents the

largest number of simple predicates in a dimension relation, u represents the largest

number of quelies against one of the dirnension relation, r represents the number of

simple pledicates sets that have been grouped out from the n sirnple predicates of

the selected dimension relation, z is the number of minterm predicates defi'ed on the

selected dimension relation.

Tlre lrorizontal fi-agmentation algorithrn of the fact relation (FHF_Approachl)

composed of four algorithms. The time complexity of these algorithms are: (1)

the (SelectDi'mension) algorithm is O(son * s); (2) the (Opti.mi,zeDi.mension) aI-

goritlrm is o(2n); (3) the (CoM_MIN) aigorittrm is o(n-rn ); and (a) Lhe (D,imen-

M'intermPredicates) algorithm is O(n2 -f n'). Therefore, the time complexity of the

(FHF-Approachl) is O(sun + n2 + n" * z). The time complexity of the algorithm

can be simplified to O(n'). Therefore, the algorithm is exponentiai in the number of

simple predicates sets (r) that have been grouped out from the n simple predicates

of the selected dimension relation. The time cornplexity of the algorithm will be

reasonable if the size of r r-emains small.

The worst-ca-se analysis is when r is equal m (r : rn) where r¿ is the number of at-

tributes in the dimension relation ( D:(AR, A¿2, Aæ,..., A¡j,..., A¿,n) ). The algorithm

will not reach to the worst-case because the (Optimi.zeD,imenszon) algorithm elimi-

nates the hierarchal predicate from the simple predicates set. Thus, this will reduce
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tlre nurnber of the simple predicates sets (r). Therefore, r is less thanm (, <^).

The time complexity of the algorithm is costly because of the characteristic of the

input values. However, time is not a critical issue in this type of design because the

fragmentation algor-ithm addresses â solution to a static fragmentation design problem

(i.e., the fragmentation algorithm will run off line). Any fragmentation algorithm is

beneficial only if it generates optimal fragments that reduce the transaction processing

cost in the distributed data warehouse system.

6.2.2 An Example

Consider a sirnple data warehouse for sales with historical records of every sales

transaction. Figure 6.1 shows three dimension relations: Store, Product and Time.

The sales fact relation contains foreign keys referencing each of the three dimensions

along with three factual data values: sales amount, units sold and cost. Figure 6.2

shows the attributes hierarchy relations associated with each dirnension relations.

Consider the following applications q1 to q5 that will be input to the hor-izontal

fi'agmentation design process:

q1: This application requires information about the sales by city. The preclicates

of this application will be defined from the Store dimension relation as follows:

{p1 : City : "Atlantà",, p2: City : "NIiami" , ps'. City : "Dallas"}.

q2: This application requires infolmation about the sales by region. The predicates
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of this application will be defined from the Store dimension relation as foilows:

{pa : Region : "South East", p5 : Region : "South West"}.

q3: This application requires information about the sales by the product subcate-

gory. The predicates of this application will be defined from the Product di-

mension relation as follows:

{p1 : Subcategory : "Frozen Foods", p2 : Subcategory - "Candy",

p3 : Subcategory - "Salty Snacks", pa : Subcategory : "Soft Drinks",

p5 : Subcategory : "Cleaning Supplies").

qa: This application requires information about the sales by the product category.

The predicates of this application will be defined from the Product dimension

relation as follows:

{p6 : Category - "Foods", p7 : Category - "Drinks", ps : Category : ,,Sup-

plics" ).

q5: This application requires information about the sales by year. TIte predicates

of this application will be defined from the Ti,me dimension relation as follows:

{p1 : Year : "7997" ) p2 : Yeat: "1998"}.

These applications are issued at three sites and their total access fi-equencies at the

three sites ale a,cc(q) :25, acc(q2) - 85, acc(qs) - 30, acc(qa) : 25, acc(qs) : 40.
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Dnr,o,, DhProduct

AH Level

Store 1

City 2
State 3
District 4
Region 5

AH Level

Product 1

Brand 2
Subcategory 3
Category 4
Department 5

Drrrnn

AH Level

Date I
Week 2
Month 3

Quarter 4
Fiscal_Quarter 5
Year 6

Figure 6.2: The attributes hierarchy relations for Store, Product and Tirne dimension
reìations.

From applications Ç1 and q2 the set of simple predicates for the Store dimension

relation is Pg¿or" : {pt,pz,pB,pa.,ps} and the user queries set is esroru : {q,øz}. From

applications Ç3 and qa f]ne set of simple predicates for the Prod,uct dimension relation

is Ppro¿u.¿: {pr,P2,P3,Pa,Ps,pa,pz,ps} and the user quires set is Qprod.uct: {qs,qa}.

From application q5 the set of simple predicates for the Ti,me dimension relation is

Pr¿*": {pr,pz} and the user quires set is Qrnn ": {qs}.

The horizontal fragmentation design process:

Apply the three major steps of algorithm 4 (FHF_Approachl) to the above input

as follows:

Step One: Select the dimension relation that has the highest access frequency

among the dimension relations.

This step will calculate the total access frequency for each dimension relation and
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return tlre highest one. By applying Algorithm I (SetectD,imensi,on) to the set of

simple predicates and the set of user queries for each dimension relation, the total

access frequency of the Store dimension relation is TAFs¿o," : 245. It has been

calculated as follows:

o Generate the predicates usage matrix of the Store dimension relation

Then insert the result

The total access fi-equency of the Product dimension relation isTAFp,o¿u.¿:225.

It has been calculated as follows:

o Generate the predicates usage matrix of the Prod,uct dimension relation

Pt Pz Ps pq ps

l-t
Qt 11 1 1 0 0l
Qz Lt o o 1 r ]

o Multiply the queries access frequency (acc(q): 2b and acc(q2): g5) by the

predicates usage value

Pt Pz ps pa ps

etlrr 2s 25 o o Itt
Qz L0 0 0 85 ttl

o Sum tlre matrix elernents. The result isTAFs¡o,.:245.

to tlre dimension access frequency set (DAF :< 245 >).



Pt Pz Ps Pa Ps Pa pz ps

es [t 1 1 1 1 o o o ltt
Q,t lo o o o o 1 1 1 l

o Multiply the queries âccess frequency (acc(q) : 30 and acc(qa) : 25) by the

predicates usage value

Pt Pz Ps P+ Ps pa pz pa

es lro 30 30 30 30 o o o I7Jl""vv"|

Qq lo o o o o 2525 x1

. Sum tlre matrix elements. The result is TAFp,od,uct : 225. Then insert the

result to the dimension access frequency set (DAF :{ 245,225 >).
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The total access frequency of the T'ime dirnension relation is TAFT¡,," : g0. It

has been calculated as follows:

o Generate the predicates usage matrix of the Time climension relation

,o' ",
Çs lt 1J

o À4ultiply the queries access frequency (acc(q5) : 40) b)' the predicates usage

value
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Pt Pz

l-l
Qs Lno no)

. Surn the matrix elements. The result isTAFT¿,,": g0. Then insert the result

to the dimension access frequency set (DAF :< 245,225,g0 >).

From the DAF set the Store dimension relation will be selected because it ha-s

tlre largest TAF.

Step Two: Optimize the set of simple predicates for the selected dimension

relation.

From Step One the selected dimension reiation is the Store relation. By apply-

ing Algorithm 2 (OptimizeDimensi,on) to the set of simple predicates psro,. and the

attributes hierarchy reiation Dhsb,. (see Figure 6.2), the attribute with the highest

levei amongthe hierarchical predicates is "Region". Therefore, the psro,uset will be

optimized to have the following predicates

Psroru: {Region : "South East,', Region : ,,South West"}.

step Three: Derive the horizontal fragments of the fact relation.

The following processes will be performed on the output of Step Two:

o The COM-N4IN algorithm will return the complete and minimal set of predi-

cates P'rror": {Region: "South East,', Regio': ,,South West"}.
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o Generate the minterm predicates. By applying Algorithm 3 (DimenMintermpred,-

'icates) to the set of simple predicates P|ro,u, the following minterm predicates

set A[s¡o,u: {mt,m2} can be defined where:

rn1 : (Regiorl : "South East" )

nz2 : (Region : "South West,')

o Derive the horizontal fragments of the Sales fact relation from the minterm

predicates of the Store dimension relation as follows:

Salest : Sales x (on"s¿on:,,soutt¿ ø""t"(Store))

S ales2 : S ales x (o Rus¿or:,,s outlt. w est, (Stor e))

The above example shows that the Sales fact relation has been fragmented into

two fragments. Each fragment represents the segment of the fact relation that is

heavily accessed by the most r-equested applications of the DSS users queries.

6.3 The Second Approach

This section presents an algorithm for impìernenting the second approach. The main

idea behind this approach is to derive the horizontal fragments of the fact relatio'

based on the applications of all climensional relations.

The algorithm consists of three major steps. These steps are:
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1. Optimize the set of simple predicates for each dimension relation by eliminating

the predicates that have a lower position in the attributes hierarchy.

2. Generate the minterm predicates for each dimension relation that has applica-

tions and owner links with the fact relation.

3. Gener-ate the set of fact minterm predicates and derive the horizontal fragments

of the fact relation from the set of fact minterm predicates.

Algorithm 6 Fact Horizontal Fragments Approach Two (FíF_Approach2) pro.

vides a formal presentation of these steps. It has been assumed that all the input to the

fact horizontal fragmentation algorithm are determined during the requirement analy-

sis phase of the top-down design approach (see Section 3.3). The input to the algo-

rithm are (1) the set of the dimension relations (Dset : {Dt, D2, ..., Dk,...,Ds}) tliat

lrave applications and owner links with the fact relation -fl wher-e Dset C D; (2) the

attributes hierarchy relation Dhk(AH, Leuet) for each dimension relation in the Dset;

(3) tlie dimension relations predicates set (Dpset : {pn, pD",..., pDu,..., por}); (4)

the set of semijoin predicates between the dimension relations (owners) and the fact

relation (mernber) (SemiPset: {Pr,P2,...,pk,...,p"}); and (b) the fact relation fl.
The output of the algorithrn is the set of the horizontal fragmentation for the fact

relation.

Step One- Opti'm'ize the set of si,mple pred'icates for each d,i,mensi,on relati,on D*.
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The objective of this step is to eliminate the hierarchial predicate fro'r the set of

simple predicates P¡u set, if and only if there is another hierarchial predicate in the

P¿ru set with a higher level.

The detail description of this step has been presented in Section 6.2 (Step Two).

Algorithrn 2 (Opti'mizeD'imensi,on) provides a formal presentation of this step.

Step Two-Determine the m'interm pred'icates for each d,irnens,ion relation.

The objective of this step is to generate a set of minterm predicates M¡u :

{*?r,m?u,...,m?u,...,m?u} for each dimension reration that has applications o¡

it (i.e., set of simple preclicates P¡u) ancl owner'link with the fact relation. The

determined dimension minterm predicates sets will be collected into a set called the

DA'[set wlrere the DMset:Ul:r\[¡t,, (s is the number of dimension relations ilrat

has applications and owne'links with the fact relatio'fl).

The detail description of this step has been presented in Section 6.2 (Step Three-

Plrase One and Two). The COIVI-MIN algorithm and Algorithm 3 (Dimenv,[intermpred,-

i,cates) provide a formal presentation of this step.

Step Three-Determine the set of fact mznterm pred,,icates and" d,eriue th,e fact

h o ri z o n,t al fra g ments.

There are two phases required to process this step:

1' Generate the set of fact mi.te.m predicates drlp : {rnh,rrl¡r,...,mf¡,...,m¡,}.

The fact mintelm predicate m¡, represents the conjunction of the dimensions
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minterm predicates in the DAltset that have been generated from Step Two.

The number of fact minterm predicates in the Mp set is ú: lMo,lx...*lMpulx

...* lMo"l. The set of fact minterm predicates is defined as

A,I F : {m ¡,lm ri :,å 
u[noo 

^.*pr]
where:

7 < j < t (t is the number of fact minterm predicates defined on all

dimension relations in the Dset),

o 1 ( u 1 z (z is the number of the dimension minterm predicates in dttpu)

and

¡ 1 < k < s (s is the number of dimension minterm predicates sets in

DMset).

Consider, for example, the following dimension minterm predicates generated

fronr Step Two (AtIpu : {m?o,m?u,...,mlu,...,m?u}, XIo, : {m?,,m?,,...,m?,

,...,*l'j, A[o.: {^?-,m?-,...,m?-,...,*P-"}) and the set that unite them

is DA'IIset : {a[nu, NIn,, Mn,,].As a result, the set of fact minterrn predicates

will be A,[F : {*¡r,ffiÍr,...,rrlfj,...,TrL¡r} where for instanc.-, TÍ1.¡, : *?o nml, n

m?",mh : *?u n*?' ¡^?. )rnlj : mlr, ¡y¡1Dt A*?-,TTL¡, : m!r, ¡7nDt n^1,..

Algoritlrnr 5 (FactMintermPred'icates) provides a formal presentation of this

phase.
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Algorithm 5 FactMintermPredicates
fnput: The set of all dimen
Output: A set of fact minterm predicates Mp : {*fr,TrL¡2,...tTr1¡,t...tmÍ,}.
Declare
f m : is a temporary matrix for conjuncting the dimension minterm predicates.
Mp : is the set of fact minterm predicates.
Begin

f lrnitiarize the Mp by the first dimension minterm predicates set.
fotj:Itoly[p,ldo

A[p *- Mrl (*¡ e A[o,)
end {end for 7}
7 : lDMsetl
q: lAltp,l
forz:2tordo

llConjunct the minterm preclicates of Mp" with the previous elements of Mp.
foyi :1 to q do

forj:ltolMp.ldo
f m¿j : (*¡o e tt[r) A (^¡ e Mn,)

end {end for 7}
end {end for i}
f fPtemove the old fact rninterm predicates from M¡.
fori:ltoqdo

Mr <- Mr, - ïrLfo

end {end for mDu}

l/Add the new fact minterm predicates to Mp.
foyi :1 to q do

fotj:Itol1lp.ldo
fu[¡, *- IVI, U f m¿¡

end {end for 7}
end {end for z}
q:qxlll[p,l

end {end for z}
End {FactMinter-mPredicates}

2. Derive the horizontal fragments set of the fact relation f p, : {F}, F:,..., F!.,...,

F:j The derived horizontal fragments of the fact relation (mernber), in this
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algorithm, are based on the dimension minterm predicates defined on the cli-

mension relations that have owner links with the fact relation. Given (1)

a link set -L : Ur,h,...,l.j (where L c L); (2) a set of dimension rela_

tions Dset : {Dr,D2,...,D"}; (3) u set of fact'rinterm predicates Mp :

{*Ír,rTL¡2,...trr1¡,t...tm¡,}; (a) the set of semijoin predicates between the dimen-

sion relations and the fact relation semi,pset: {pr,p2,...,pk,...,p"} where

(P¡ : D¡-kegl : F¿.key) and (b) the fact relation F¿, tihe derived horizontal

fragments of F¿ are defined as

F! : F, x (o*¡¡e¡n(Dset)).

Consider, for example, the link set is -L : {lr,lz,l3}, the dimension relations set

is Dset : {Dr, Dt, Du} , the fact relation is fl and the set of fact minterm pred-

icates is Mp : {mÍr,TTL¡2,...ttrl¡,t...tm¿} where owner(!1) : Dr,owner(!2) :

D¿,owner(ls) : D. and member(I) : Fi,member(!2) : Fn,member(ls) : Fn.

Consider, also, the fact rninterm predicate (fragment) m¡, is mh - mlu nm!, n

m!. then

F¿ x (o,,rre¡o(Dset))

(((4 " (odo(Do)) x (o,n?,(1,))) x (o,,o-(D")))

Algorithrn 6 (FUF-Approach2) provides a formal presentation of this phase. To

the best of our knowledge deriving the horizontal fragments of a rnember relation

Ft:

F! :
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from the conjunction of all the minterm preclicates of the owner relations

appeared.

71.4

has not yet

6.3.1 The Algorithm Complexity

This section presents the computation of the holizontal fragmentation algor-ithm 6

"FHF-Approach2". Assume s represents the largest number of dimension relations

that have applications and owner links with the fact relation, n represents the largest

number of simple predicates in a dimension relation, r represents the number of simple

predicates sets that has been grouped out from the n simple predicates of the dimen-

sion relation, Ú is the number of fact minterm predicates defined on all dimension rela-

tions. The horizontal fragrnentation algorithm of the fact relatio n (FHF_Approachp)

is composed of four- algorithms. The time complexity of tirese algorithms are: (1)

the "OptimizeDimension" algorithm is O(sn); (2) the "COIVI_MIN" algorithm is

O(sn * snz); (3) the "DimenN4intermPredicates" algorithm is O(sn2 I sn,); and (a)

the "FactlVlintermPredictes" algorithm is O(n"). Therefor-e, the time complexity of

the "FHF_Approach2" is o(2sn l2sn2 i sn, t n' + ú). The time complexity of the

algorithrn can be simplified to O(n' -l r"). Therefore, the algorithm is expo¡ential in

the number of the simple predicates sets (r) and the largest number of the dimension

relations that have applications and owner links with the fact relation (s). The time

complexity of the algorithrn will be reasonable if the size of r and s remain small.
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Algorithm 6 FHF_Approactr2
Input:

o The set of tire dimension rerations Dset: {Dt,D2,-..,Dk,...,D5} that rras apprica_tions and owner li'ks u'ith the fact reratio'f wher:e Dset CD.
o The attributes hierarcþ relation Dhk(AH,Leuel) fol each climension relation in theDset.

o Tlre climension relations predicates set Dpset: {po,pD",...,pDo,...,por}.
o The set of semijoin predicates between the climension relations (owners) and the factrelation (rnember) S en ¿ip s et : {p1, p2, ..., pp, ..., pr}.

o The fact relation .F,.

Output:

o A set of derived horizontar fragments of trre fact reratio n f pn - {F} , F?, .-., Fl , ..., F:}.
Var
Temp-D P seú: dimension pred.icates set.
DIVIset: dimension minterm predicates set.
Begin

// Optinize tire set of simple predicates for each dimension relation
for each PDk e Dpset do

PDk 
- 

OptimizeDimension( pno, Dnn)
Tenzp_DPset <- Tenzp_DpsetU ppo

end{end for-Ppo}
// Determine the mi.term precricates for each dimensio' reration
for each Drc € Dseú AND pDk ÇTenzp_Dpset do

Pbu * COM_MIN(nÉ, p;*)
A/[ p u <- DimenMintermpredicates(pfu 

)
DAIset <_ DA,,IsetU a,,Ip^.

end {end for D¡¡}
f f Determíne the fact rninterm predicates
AtI p 

- 
FactMintermpredica tes(D A,I s et)

l/ Derived the horizontal fragments of trre fact relation
for each nL¡, € A.,Ip do

pJ-n.
'i - 

t1

for each nt,Du € n-t ¡, d,o

Fl .- F! x (o,.oo(D¡))
end {end for nzDk}

Íp *_ fruuF!
end {encl for nt¡r}

End {FHF_Approach2}
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The worst-case analysis is when

116

o r is equal m (r : rn) where zn is the number of the dimension relation at-

tributes ( D.(AR,A¿z,Ans'..',Aoj,-..,An,,) ).section 6.2.1 shows that r is ress

lhan m (' < *) whe¡e m is the number of attributes in the dimensio' relation

( D:(AR, A¿2, A¿s, ..., Auj, ..., A¿^) ).

o s is equal u (s : z) where z is the number of the dimension relation in the

dimension relation schemes D (recallDefinition I of the data warehouse schema

wlrere S : (D,f) and D : {Dr.,Dr,...,Du} is a set of dirnensio'relation

schemes)' The algorithm will not reach to the worst-case because in the data

warehouse schema, each fact relation has links with a subset of the dimension

relations. Therefore, s is less than z (" < ,).

The algorithm is still a feasible solution for the static fragmentation design prob-

lem because it will run off line. The time complexity of this algorithm costs more than

the algorithm of the first approach (see Section 6.2.i). This is because the algorithm

considers all the dimension relations that have applications and owner. li'ks with the

fact relation.

6.3.2 An Example

consider the same example presented in section 6.2.2. consider the same applications

h to qs will be input to the horizontal fragrnentation design pr-ocess of ¡re second
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approach.
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The horizontal fragmentation design process:

Apply the three major steps of Argorithm 6 (F,F_Approachz)to the input, given

in the example, as follows:

step one: optimize the set of simple predicates for each dimension relation.

Store dimension: By applying Algorithm 2 (optimi.zeDimens,ion) to the set of
simple predicates Psro,u and the attributes hierarchy relation Dhsro,.(see Figure 6.2),

the attribute with the highest level among the hierarchical preclicates is ,,Region,,.

Tlrerefore, the Ps¡o," set wil be refined to have the following predicates

Pstu .: {Region : "South East',, Region : ,,South West,,}.

Product dimension: By applying Algorithm 2 (Opti,mizeDi,mension) to the set of
simple predicates PP,oduct and the attributes hierarchy relation Dhproduct (see Figure

6'2)' the attribute that has the highest level among the hierarchical predicates is

"Category"' Therefore, the Pproductset will be refined to the following predicates

Pproduct: {Category : ,,Foods,', Categor} : ,,Drin}<s,,, Category : ,,Supplies,,}.

T'ime dirnension: By applying Algorithrn 2 (Opt,imi,zeDimension) to the set of
simple predicates Pr¿^. and the attributes hierarchy relation Dhrnn"(see Figure 6.2),

the P7¿*" set will not be changed because the simple predicates in p7¿^uset have the

sanre att'ibute "Year,, (prn^": {year : ,,IggT,,, year : ,,1ggg,,}).
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step Two: Determine the set of dimension minterm preclicates

relation.

store dimension: The foliowing processes will be performed on

one of the Store dimension:

for each dimension

the output of step

o The CON4-MIN algorithm will return the complete and minimal set of pr-edi-

cates Plroru: {Region: ,,South East,,, Regio': ,,South West,'}.

Generate the minterm predicates. By applying Algorithm 3 "DimenMintermpred-

icates" to the set of simple predicates p,rro,., the following minterm predicates

set ArIs¿o,": {mt,m2} can be defined wher-e:

rn1 : (Region : '(South East,,)

rn2 : (Region : "South West" )

Product dimension: The following processes will be performed on the output of

step one of the Product dimension:

The COM-MIN algorithm will return the complete and minimal set of pred-

icates Pþro¿u"t : {Categor} : "Food.s", Category :,,Drinks,', Category :

"Supplies" ).

Generate the minterm predicates. By applying Algorithm 3 ',DimenMinter.mpred-

icates" to the set of simple predicates Pþ,oa,ct, the following minterm predicates

set ArIpro¿uct: {rny,rn2,rn3} can be defined where:
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m1 : (Category - "Foods")

m2: (Categor-y - "Drinks")

m3: (Category : "supplies")

Time dimension: The following processes will be performed on the output of step

one of thc Ti,me dimension:

o The COM-MIN algorithm will return the complete and minimal set of predi-

cates Plrnn : {Year : "IggT", year - ,,1ggg"}.

o Generate the minterm predicates. By applying Algorithm 3 "DimenMintermPretl-

icates" to the set of simple predicates Plo^u, the following minterm predicates

set M7¿,n": {mt,m2} can be defined where:

m1 :(Year:"7997")

m2: (Year - "1998")

Step Three: Generate the set of fact minterm predicates and clerive the horizon-

tal fragments of the fact relation.

To process this step all the dimension mintelm predicates will be collected into

one set DiV[set: {A[sto,",,lli[p,o¿u"t,Mr¿,r."]. Then, the following processes will be

performed:
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Generate the fact m'interm pred'icates. Based on the DMset set, 12 fact minterm

pledicates will be determined. The sales fact minterm predicates are Mso¿", :

{rn S orcrt ¡ ffi s ales2 t . . ., TfL g ¿¡*12} where for example:

rnSaIesT

ïfLgo¡""2

TfLg6¿¿"3

TTLga¿u"4

TfLgo¿""5

TfLgo¿.16

TfLSalesT

'lflgo¿."9

TfLg6¿¿"9

TftrSateslO

TfLSaIestl

TfLg¿¿¿s12

(Category: "Foods") n (Region: "South East") A (Year - "IggT")

(Category: "Foods") n (Region: "SouthEast") n (Year - "1998")

(Category : "Foods") A (Region : "South West") n (Year : ,,IggT,,)

(Category: "Foods") n (Region: "South West") n (Year: "1gg8")

(Category : "Drinks") n (Region : "South East") A (Year - "Igg7")

(Category: "Drinks") n (Region: "South East") A (Year: "1gg8")

(Category : "Drinks") n (Region : "South West") n (Year - "IggT")

(Category : "Drinks") n (Region : "South West") A (Year - "1998")

(Category: "supplies") A (Region: "SouthEast") n (Year : "!ggT")

(Category: "supplies")A (Region: "South East") n (Year - "1gg8")

(Category: "Supplies")A (Region: "South \Vest")n (Year : "IggT")

(Category: "supplies") A (Region: "SouthWest") A (Year - "1gg8")
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Deri'ue the horizontal fragments of th,e fact relatton Based on the twelve fact

minterm predicates in the di[soL"" set, twelve horizontal fragments will be derived

from the Sales fact relation. For instance, to derive the first fragment fi-om the sales

fact relation, we issue the following semijoin:

Salesl : (((Sales x (ocorus-u:,,Food,,,(Product)) x (o¡1.q¿on:,.sout¡ Eest,(Store))) x

(o 
" "o, 

: " rnnr, (T i,m e)))

The above example shows that the derived horizontal fragments of the Sales fact

relation reflect all the applications of the DSS users.

6.4 Correctness of the Horizontal Fbagmentation
Algorithrns of the fact relation

This section validates the two horizontal fragmentation algorithms of the fact relation

(FHF-Approachl and FHF-Approaclz2)with respect to the three correctness rules

of fragmentation: comTtleteness, reconstruction and di,sjoi,ntedness.

6.4.L Completeness

Completeness ensures that all tuples from a relation are mapped into at least one

fi'agrnent without any loss.

The completeness of the prirnary horizontal fragmentation is guaranteecl as long

as the set of simple predicates are complete and minimal. The COl\4 MIN algor-ithm
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[Öv91] ensures the complete and minimality of the simple predicates.
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The completeness of derived horizontal fragmentation is guaranteed as long as the

referential integr-ity rule is satisfied among the relations involved in the fragmentatio¡

design.

The referential integrity between the dimension relations and the fact relation are

satisfied as discussed in the data model for data warehouse (see Section 5.1). Moreover

the two functions: Owner and Member identify the type of the relations through the

join link between the relations. This must be completed before the fragmentatio¡

design process.

Since the input relations to the two derived horizontal fragmentation algorithms

(FHF-Aptrtroach"l and FHF-Approach2)follow the referential integrity rule, then the

derived horizontal fragments of the fact relation are complete.

6.4.2 Reconstruction

Reconstruction of a relation from its fragments ensures that constraints defined on the

data are preserved. The reconstluction is per-formed by the union operator. For exam-

ple, tlre derived horizontal fragments of the fact relation f pn : {F}, F:, ..., Fl , ..., F:}

can bc reconstlucted as follows: 4 : U F! for I < j < t.
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6.4.3 Disjointedness
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Disjointedness ensures that the generated fragments are non-overlapping. The dis-

jointedness of the derived horizontal fiagments are guaranteed as long as the minterm

predicates that determine the fi-agments of the owner relation are rnutually exclusive.

The following points support the claim that the derived horizontal fragments of the

fact relation are disjoint:

o The COIVI-MIN algorithm ensures that the set of simple predicates is lrinimal

(i.e., non-overlap) which ensures that the generated minterm preclicates fi-om

the set of sirnple predicates are non-overlapping.

o The dimension relations themselves are mutually exclusive because each dimen-

sion relation represents a specific dimension of the organization (see Section b.1

data walehouse schema).

Since the generated dimension minterm fragments and the fact minterm predicates

are ensured to be non-overlapping, the derived horizontal fragments of the fact relatio¡

frorn both algorithms (FHF_ Approaclzl and FHF_ ApproachT) are disjoint.
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Analysis

Chapter 6 presents the two approaches for deriving the horizontal fragments of the

fact relation. The first approach derives the horizontal fragments of the fact relation

based on the applications that are defined on one selected dimension relation. The

second approach derives the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based on the

applications that are defined on all the dimension r-elations. These two approaches

raise the question: When should the distributed data warehouse designer choose

apploach one over approach two or vice versa?.

I(nowing the quantitative information about each dimension relation and a¡alyz-

ing their distribution will help the distributed data warehouse designer to choose one

approach over the other.

The following steps are required for making a decision:

1. Generating the Dimension Access Frequency (DAF) vector: The DAF vector

represents the quantitative infolmation of the dimension relations. Each ele-

124
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Figure 7.1: The Box Plot Graph.

ment of the DAF vector repr-esents the total access frequency of the user appli-

cations against a dimension relation. The process of generating the DAF vector

is presented in Section 6.2.

2. Analyzing the distribution of the quantitative information: Analyzing the data

distribution of the DAF vector will be based on the fi,ue-number summary and.

the bor plot graph [CT97b, Moo95]. The five-number sumrnary of a data set

consists of the smallest obseruat'ion, the fi,rst quartile, the med,,ian, the third,

quartile, and the largest obseruation. The first quartile lies one-quarter- of

the way up the list. The third qualtile lies thr-ee-quarters of the way up the
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list. The five-number summary of a distribution is represented by the box

plot graph. Figure 7.1 shows the box plot graph for the following data set

{5,7, 10, 14,76,r8,20,25,29,31,31}. The central box in the graph has its ends

at the quartiles and therefor-e spans the middle half of the data. The line within

the box rnarks the median. The whiske¡s at either- end extend to smallest and

largest observations.

There are five cases that could represent the data available in the DAF vector.

The analysis of the five cases will be presented below. In each case, we assume that

the dimension access frequency (DAF) vecto¡ has been generated previously.

o Case 1: Consider that the generated DAF vector has the following elements

DAF : <205, 207, 210, 214, 216, 2I8, 220, 225, 229, 2JI, zJI >. F.igure 7.2

shows the box plot graph of the DAF vector. It is clear from the graph that the

distribution of the DAF vector is symrnetric as the first and third quartiles are

eqr-rally distance from the median. This irnplies that the access frequencies of the

dimension relations are balanced. Therefore, generating horizontal fragments

of the fact relation based on all the dimension relations (the second approach)

will be the pr-eferable choice.

Case 2: Consider that the generated DAF vector has the following elements

DAF : <189, 195, 198, 200, 205, 207, 2!0, 2I2, 2I4, 216, 2LB, 2Ig, 2ZZ, 225,
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229,230 >. Figure 7.3 shows the box plot graph of the DAF vector. In this case

the distribution of the DAF vector is skewed to the left because the first quartile

is furthel down the median than the third quartile. This implies that there is

a small gloup of the dimension relations which has a high access frequencies

while the majority of the dimension relations have lower access fi-equencies.

Therefore, generating the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based on the

dimension relation witli the highest access fi'equency (the fir-st appr-oach) will

be the preferable choice.

o Case 3: Consider that the generated DAF vector has the following elements
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DAF : < 220, 22I, 222, 225, 227, 228, 23I, zJJ, 2J4, 2J6, 250, 255, 25g, 265,

269, 277, 277, 273, 275 >. Figure 7.4 shows the box plot graph of the DAF

vector. In this case the distribution of the DAF vector is sl<ewed to the right

because the third quartile is farther above the median than the first quartile.

This implies that there are lalge groups of the dimension relations which have

high access fi'equencies and a small number of the dimension relations that has

lower access frequencies. Therefore, genelating the horizontal fragments of the

fact relation based on all the dimension relations (the second approach) will be

the preferable choice.

r29
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Case 4: In this case the distlibution of the DAF vector could be similar to

case 1' 2, or 3 but the maximum observation is farther above the thircl quartile

(see Figure 7.5). This implies that there is a dimension relation that has a ver-y

high access frequency compared to the other dimension relations. Therefore,

generating the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based on the highly

accessed dimension relation (the first apploach) will be the preferable choice.

o Case 5: In this case the distlibution of the DAF vector could be sirnilar to

case 1, 2, or 3 but the minimum observation is farther clown the first quar-tile

(see Figure 7.6). This implies that there is a dimension relation that has a verv

130
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Figure 7.6: The box plot graph for case 5.

low access frequency compared to the other dimension relations. Tire dimension

relation with very low access fi'equency has no impact on choosing one of the

two approaches. Therefore, choosing approach one or two will depe¡d o¡ the

distribution of the DAF vector, if it is similar to case 1, 2, or 3.

The above five cases quide the distributed data warehouse designer in selecting

the right approach for fragmenting the fact relation. The following table summarizes

the five cases that has been presented.

Therr¡idth of the box plot
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Case The distribution Characteristics The ¡ecommended Approach

1 Symmetric Two

2 Sl<ewed to the left One

ð Skewed to the right Tu'o

4 Maximum observation One

5 Minimum observation Similar to case 7,2, or 3



Chapter I
Conclusion

8.1 Surnmary and Contributions

This dissertation undertakes a comprehensive study of issues in distributed data ware-

house architectule and design. The objective of this dissertation is focused on the

investigation of the feasibility of placing the data warehouse in a distributed environ-

ment with particular emphasis on optimal distribution design for the denormalized

relations in the data warehouse environment. The major contribution of this disser-

tation is its successful attempt to design a solution to the fragmentation problem in

the distributed data warehouse systems. The significant contributions made by this

research are summarized below.

First, the dissertation proposes a distributed data warehouse alchitectural model,

describes the functionality of its components and how information flows in the dis-

tlibuted data warehouse environment. The architecture represents the solution for a

large enterprise with various divisions and geographic locations.

1tD
I t)t)
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Secondly, the dissertation provides a formai definition of the data model for ttre

data warehouse and describes the chalacteristics of the data warehouse schema. The

formalization and the characteristics of the data warehouse represents the basis of

understanding the physical structure of the data warehouse which suppolt the design

for an efficient methodology fol the distributed data warehouse.

Thirdly, the dissertation provides a methodology for distributed data warehouse

design. The main ideas of the methodology are to replicate the dimension relations

across the network and to generate horizontal fi'agments of the huge fact relation.

The dissertation proposes two approaches to horizontally fragment the fact relation.

The first approach provides an algorithm that derives the horizontal fragments of the

fact relation based on selecting the applications of the dimension relation that has

the highest access frequency among the dimension relations. The second approach

provides an algor-ithm that derives the horizontal fragments of the fact relation based

on the applications of all the dimension relations reference by the fact relation.

Finally, the dissertation provides an analytical technique to support the distrib-

uted data warehouse designer in selecting approach one or two to generate the hori-

zontal fragments fol the fact relation.
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8.2 F\rture Research Directions
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This section outlines the future research directions on the distributed data warehouse

design as an extension of the research presented in this dissertation. The following

few paragraphs will address briefly some of the open resealch ploblem related to this

resealch.

Goodness of the horizontal fragmentation schemes: Measuring the goodness of the

horizontal fragmentation schemes requires an objective function similar to the one de-

veloped by Chakravarty et al. [CMVN93]. The main idea of the objective function

is to measure the total cost of local and remote accesses to data on the network by

all the applications over a period of time using the horizontal fi'agments that has

been generated from the fragmentation scheme. The objective function developed by

Chakravarty measures the goodness of the vertical fragmentation schemes. Develop-

ing an objective function for horizontal fragmentation schemes is an important issue

for future research.

Fragmentation and allocation are two fundamental issues in the distributed data-

base design. There are three fragmentation strategies: horizontal, verticai, and mixed.

The dissertation shows that the current horizontal fragrnentation techniques for dis-

tributed database did not suit the data warehouse environment. Futule research

should attempt to investigate the other fragmentation strategies and the various al-

location techniques of distributed database and looking at them from the data ware-
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house perspective.
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The two approaches for- the horizontal fragmentation that have been plesented

in this disser-tation assume that the underlying model is the star schema. There

are various extensions of this schema such as snowflake and Multi-Star schemes (see

Section 5.2). Future research should attempt to investigate if the horizontal fragmen-

tation techniques that have been presented in this dissertation, could suit the various

extension of the star schema.

In the data distribution layer (see Section 4.2.2), fragmentation and allocation

are iterative processes. They are applied whenever the transaction processing cost

reaches a specific threshold. Future research should attempt to develop a technique

that determines the threshold by taking into consideration the logical and physical

changes in the distributed data warehouse environment.

The Ìrorizontal fragmentation techniques that have been presented in this dis-

sertation address the solution to the static fragmentation design problem. Future

research should attempt to modify the static horizontal fragmentation techniques so

they can solve the dynamic fragmentation design ploblem. The dynamic fi'agmenta-

tion techniques are very complicated because they should re-partition the fragments

transpalently while the system is being used by the DSS users.
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